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Students from Darlene Schneider's class at E.T. Kenney combined their efforts to 
make one gigantic Mother's Day card for the Herald's Mother's Day Contest oPen to 
youngsters between Kindergarten age and Grade 7. 
B,0. Trusteeg 
Want Teachers Tolntern 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) --  British Colombia 
school trustees decided on 
the weekend they want 
mederate leadership, mere 
lay control of education and 
a me-year intern-,hip for all 
new teachers. 
They rejected radical 
change in their leadership 
Sunday in favor of 
moderation for achievin[ 
education goals in, voting 
during the annual convention 
of the B.C. School Trustees 
Association (BCSTA). 
The 344 trustees attending 
the four-day general meeting. 
determined these main goats 
should be a one-year in- 
ternship for all new tea~ers 
~'aind r~ducti0n of ecaoon 
take tochange," said Kandal Resolutions passed wore: 
in an interview after his --that the association 
election. "It can be with fine protest any increase in the 
sand paper or a rasp and I basic mill rate beyond the 
think the membership 37.5 mill rate set this year; 
showed they d~ not want - - that  the provincial 
radical change." government reduce the basic 
Kandal said the reJectian mill rate during the next five 
of Brian Westwood of years o that only 25 per. cent 
Langley an the first ballot e£ the funding for the nsalc 
showed school trustees did education pregram israised 
not approve of a con-.through local property 
frantotion approach in deal- taxes; 
ing with educational can- --that the ministry of 
cerm. education be urged to gral 
The school trustees learning assistant approva 
• narrowly defeated-by one at all grade levels. ~ I 
voto-a motion that would present, they are not given 
have made public school beyond the Grade 10 level. 
teachers ineligible as can- . The four-day mooting was 
didaks for: school trustee, to end today. .. : . 
B - - n  h ~  I 
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40 other resolutions-- 
they selected incumbenl 
BCSTA vies.president Dave 
Kandul, from the Abbotof~d 
school distrlct, as theh 
.pr~tdeut. 
The 4~ysar-old air line 
pilot won the two-year 
position with a-?l vote 
margin on the second ballot 
over Rubymae Parrot of 
Saaulch. 
Kandal was elected after a 
speech that stressed this 
year's association theme of 
local control of education. 
STRESSED APPROACH 
"It's all in the approach we 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) - -  Education Minister 
Pat'McGeer said Saturday 
that about 1.5 mflilon student 
days have been saved uring 
the 1977-78 school year 
Ik, cause of efforts by school 
staff in British Columbia to 
combat absenteeism. 
McGeer told the annual 
meeiing of the B.C. School 
Trustees Association. (BC- 
STA) that while over-all 
attendance now Is saris- 
factory, there are still 
"pockets of nun.attendance" 
in every district. 
Torraoe ROMP News 
Cha~es are being laid 
against a Terrace driver 
following a Saturday night 
accident on Kenny near 
Highway 16 when the 
drivor's truck was over- 
turned. 
According to Terrace 
RCMP, the man drove his 
I/ckup into the electrical 
railroad crossing sign, 
overturul~ his truck. 
The man, whose name was 
not released, was not 
seriously injured in the 
dccldmt. 
Thornhill Primory School 
was broken into sometime 
Sunday, ~and police are 
suspecting juveniles are to 
blame, 
Tile school was entered by, 
smashing a classroom 
window which activated an  
a larm..The culprits fled 
before police arrived. 
It is not yet known if 
.,anything was tskm during 
the break-in. ' • 
During, the weekend, 15 
~ro0ne were picked np. for 
public tntoxicauon ann mBnc 
these lodged in RCMP 
cells ovornight. A total of 
seven drivers were picked up 
for driving with a blood 
alcohol level in excess of .08. 
"Attandance-itself iS not 
the problem but is only the 
symptom of a mu~h more 
difficult problems," McC~r 
said. 
McGeer said his ministry 
has completed an attendance 
survey and a meeting with 
trustees, teachers and 
principals will be held Me y 
18 and 19 to discuss ways ,f 
remedying student i ,- 
sonteetsm. " 
The minister said that in 
answer to trustees' concerns 
about local autonomy, an 
open market system in ,the 
hiring of mintsiry-employed 
superintendents will b~ 
im~emonted. 
McGeer said districts will 
have the right to select heir 
own superintendents ~om ~n 
eli~blity list oompuoo y 
ministry and BCSTA 
• repreeontotives. 
At present, only the larger 
districts, can select 
superintendents. 
McGesr said that Section 
168 of the Public School Act 
has been revised with regard 
to curriculum and selection 
of materials to give school 
districts more autonomy. 
• He said his ministry is 
• developing a sample list of 
eriteria to be distributed to 
districts to assist them in 
deciding what material to 
use .  
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Alcan IVorker, Company, Doctor 
Differ In Benzene Poison Story 
provinces last June to drop 
the permissible limits for 
benzene to one ppm from 10. 
ppm. 
British Columbia stan- 
dards, set by the Workers 
Compensation Board WCB, 
have been n~dntained at 10 
m and a WCB spokesman 
d he could find no record 
. Kit~_ .t, .B.C. (CP) -  .The A recent United States 
unlon'reprusenUn~ worzars government literature 
at Alcan Smelters and review conclusively linked 
Chemicals Ltd. is doman- .benzene to leukemia, 
ding the  removal of a chromosome disorders and 
supervisor for "human mal~t  blood diseases, 
experlmentation" by ex- forcing the adoption of an 
posing workers to what it emergency temporary 
says are unsafe con- standard 'of one part per 
contraflons of benzene, million ppm. baan'ed last 
In meetings with Alcan in Benzene was 
February, the Canadian week ann consumer product 
Association of Smelter and in the U.S. 
Allied Workers CASAW said Following the U.S. studies, 
the chemistry laboratory Canadian health authorities 
.supervisor failed to monitor identified benzene as car- 
benzene levels and required clnogenic and asked the 
an analyst with severe 
symptoms of benzene 
poisoning to continue 
workin~ with the chemical. 
Other workers, says a 
CASAW spokesman, have 
been ~ to long-term 
low-levcl concentrations of 
benzene since identifiedas 
medisally iinngnrons. 
for the 
of the federal com- 
munication, Neither could 
officials of the provincial 
health mi~stry. 
Until laboratory analyst 
Tracy Harkneas requested 
compensation for benzene 
poisoning two mouths ago. 
Alcan officials said they had 
conducted only two tests to 
determta8 the eoueeniration 
of benzene in the air. 
WCB representatives vi it 
Alcan frequently but 
chocked benzene can- 
centrations inthe chemistry 
laboratery only unce, on 
Feb. 7, when it accepted 
Alcan's measurements 
showing less than five ppm 
.of benzene, 
"I am anMY, worried and 
sick," said HarknesS, who 
says she experienced gid- 
diness, ~ headaches, .nausea 
and difficulty in breathing 
following ex~ure  to ben- 
zene on several occasions in 
• January and February. 
"The company should 
have been able to recognize 
right away that what was 
ppsulng to .me was ben- 
zene poisoning," she said. 
CASAW has taken up the 
fight for the lab workers. " 
"These lab workers aren't 
unionized and won't ~om- 
thPlain about beszme because 
ey're afraid for their 
jobs," said Jim Brisebots, 
chairman of the CASAW 
occupational health com- 
mittee, "We found it our 
responsibility to bring the 
benzene to the company's 
.attention and ask them to 
discipline the supervisor." 
Alcan personnel manager 
Phil Gunyon said be idea- 
tiffed benzine as a possible 
serious problem to lab 
supervisor Dr. E. Cam- 
bridge, who reported he was 
satisfied benzene was,bring 
properly handled in the lab 
at concontratiom well within 
WCB requirements. 
Harknesa' request for 
compensation benefits was 
turned down by an WCB 
claims adjudicator who 
replied in a lett~" dated April 
19: "Since youappear to be 
upset by the smell of a 
number of chemicals 
mentioned above it would 
appear that your symptoms 
are due to anxiety and not 
any effect the chemicals 
may have. 
"Your claim;, therefore 
has been denied. '
l-larkness sald her dif- 
flculties with other 
chemicals arose only after 
repeated exposures to 
benzene. 
cent, pap 2 
"Bend over, pick up, and the 45,000 free garbage hags 
pitch in" will be the new cleated by Shell Canada 
exereike therapy for the Ltd. for local Clcan-up and 
Westsrn Walght Controllers beautification projects when 
of Ladymmith when they J.o~. they declare war on litter, 
over 150,000 ' British andezceas flab, during the 
Ceiombinon this spring in the week of May 8~o 14 
largest Pitch-In campaign Participatinagroups in the 
yet undertaken in the Outdoors UnllRered cam- 
provnce. Pitch-In Is peign this week, in Kitimat 
sponsored by Outdoors a re :  Alexander Elemm- 
Unlittered, the British tary, Cormorant Elomen- 
. Columbia Miktry of the tary, Nechako Elemestar~, 
Environment, and Shell. and Roy Wilcox Elementary 
Canada Ltd. Schools. " ' 
The Wefght Controllers In Terrace, participating, 
will be armed with some of groups are; Clarence 
OASAW RaiDers Merger 
KITIMAT, B.C. (CP) " voted on tbe weekend 64 per 
The Canadian Union of cent to reject the merger, 
Smelter and Allied Workers Klaus Mueller, national 
(CA.SAW), representing secretary-treasurer oJ 
.worzers at the  Alcan CUSAW, said Monday 
'Smelter, bas rejected a rejection of the merger is a 
meager with the Canadian. missed opportunlty..f~ a big 
Association of Industrim, step forward for me ninon, 
Mechanical and Allied but added CASAW will 
Workers (CAIMAW). continue its dose working 
The 2,150-member union relationship with CAIMAW. 
 Prepares For Election 
claimed, and the result ot the New Democratic Party in 
• the Skeana riding is going 
into I~  gear in preparation 
of the coming federal 
election, according to local 
party leader Jim Fulton. 
Party members from all 
over the riding, from the 
Queen Charlottes to 
Smitbers, met in the Terrace 
Hotel Saturday for the 
election planning meeting 
because "we expect the 
election to be almest upon 
us," Fulton said. 
•. NDP workers have 
already canvassed the riding 
to find out what issues the 
population considers ira. 
dollars are going out of 
Canada to develop foreign 
copper mines, the NDP 
leader said, while the federal 
govenment refuses to spmd 
a much smaller aniount to 
keep a Cnzdian mine opm. 
The result of the closing of 
Granduc will disrupt he job 
market in the Skeena area, 
be said. 
Those laid off from the 
mine Will probably find jobs 
because of their acquired job 
skills, Fulton said, but other 
young people who do not 
have these skills will not be 
able to geton the job training 
and will therefore remain 
high cost of living has 
hampered growth in the 
norih. 
The value of the dollar', or 
"the seven-bit piece," has 
got to be brought up to par, 
Fulton said, and the party's 
.answer to this problem.is to 
diversify the economy to 
stabilize Canadian currency, 
Spin-off industries coul~ 
boost he lccal economy,'tl:a | 
NDP leader said, mlck 
~himL forestry and minim 
and also 
partant,, and these will form tmomployed, parts of the country. 
the basis of the party plat- The cost of transportation " 
form, he said; ~ and Its effect on the cost of, Fultonalaosaldbound the' 
_ ,T~-e "biagut- Issue,  .is. l l v lng in~/a /~notbor . .  NDP . . .~ ,wou ld :~. . ,~  
unemployn~ent," Fulton • major .issue In the .riding, oppaos the Dixon Entrance 
stated, particularly in Fultunstetod. boundary change currmtly 
relation to the closing of The Liberals have not under negotiation between 
Grandue Mine in Stewart, properly managed the the Canadian and U.S. 
Hundreds of millions of . transportation issue, hl governments. ' 
Outdoors Unlittered Hits B.C. 
Michiel Elementary, cop- often cleaning up entire This Is the eleventh year 
permountsin Environmental -. villages,perks, campsites, that Pitch-In, formerly ,~ti- 
Awareness Group, Th .~¢phill or empty lots, us well as Litter Week, has been us- 
Jr. and Veritas school, their ow. school grounds'~.j undertaken in British 
Highways, creeks, vacant Pitch-In '78 in I~dng held Columbia, by Outdoors 
lots, cemeteries, and school ooncurrontly in the ~ Unllttered, in cooperation 
yards from Grand Forks to western provinces zor me with the Ministry ~ the 
Fort St. John will all be fourth year. More than 1,700. Enviromnont, This is the 
picked clean of accumulated orgnnixatiom will .be. mr.- first year that Shell Canada 
litter by Pitch-in par- dertaldng local projects m Ltd. has'co-sponsored the 
tinipanta. ' Western Canada, in.volv.~.., campaign In British 
In North Vancouver, over 50,000 people waD wm Columbia. 
sminr citizens, members of be p i t~ in ,to improve " "" 
the North Shore Golden Rods their environment. 
Columbis.ri  Now n 
banks and ~rks on their- n Do l la r  
fishing trips. Local groups Series two of the highly The second serles is part of 
undertak ing P i tch- In  
projects in Maple Ridge will 
receive l~ne seedlings from 
the Maple Ridge Oarks and 
Recreation Departmmt o 
encourage community 
beautification. 
'Participation i Pitch-ln 
has increased over 25 per- 
cent from 1977% said an 
Outdoors  Un l i t te red  
spokesman, coordinators of
the campaign. "Schoons 
continue to be the most 
enthusiastic participants, 
successful Indian Heritage 
Trad ing  Dollars will be 
available throughout the 
Province this month. 
• The New series pays 
~bute to five more tribes of 
British Columbia, The 
Kootenay, Tsimshian, 
Okanagan, Carrier, and 
Shuswap. As with Series One 
they will depict famous 
Chiefs and Artists of those 
tribes. 
the five year campaign ofthe 
.North West .Indtan Cultural 
Society to miss funds for ti~ 
oomtructl~ of a Cultural 
Centre and traditional 
village. 
The New S~ies of Indian 
Trading Dollars will be 
struck in pure nickel, limited 
~lunnilties of Silver and Gold 
will be available either 
n~or  in sets of five, 
in a special preson- 
tation case. 
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..,,......o,.m,.-,,,,,,, - -  , run  cand idates  in  oonflHod ^fter , , . . . . , .  o, t ommunlsts . = working with the toxic 1 '~ 
from Page 1 substance, Harkness ap- ' ,0 
- , . . . .  " coming  federa l  e lec t ion  Alean staff doctor Eric reapoudad with the '~  Gnnn denied that WCB in- euucotionthat she use a ' 11 ~ 
vestigators were told reapireter." She did so but rV 
.arlmeu' nymlxems were still complained 'from 'The . .B .C . .  P.rov~cinl .G,.r~)w_~, cawi=ne~len d~0 N~a) Eimr~eAIK~or~tt elm 111ViSwa~,Fase__a ey 12.~ !~ 
peychologieal in origin, benzene problems," says . , Cowi n- t;ommittee of the uom- me m pu-u , ~. , " " ~ "When industrial disease Burden. t Part of Canad~ in votes when she ran fer the Malahat-The Islands 12), Sy Pederson, uomex- 
is involved, it is very set .i~s Dr. Elphick, according to mnnis y er Stevens Rich- Powdl River 14 B C candidates Vancouver School Board, . 4) Horn! _ .. , . . . .  , . .  o_ . . . . . .  n 
tosuggest ymptoms ared~ Harknms, exphdned that the fielding.._~"_al election last October. Betty Griffin, mond-Sou~ Delta .~° -~.,~ .~ . . . . . . . .  
to anxiety withou~ symptoms Harkness was mr. me xeuer , 5) Jack Phillips, Van- vancouver tenter 
throrongldy investigating surfeiting from matched the according to Mauriea Rich, past president of B tm~y ,'.~ 
the circumstances," heonid. symptoms of benzene B.C. Communist campaign Teachers Assodatton, nas couver Kin@way 14 Betty Griffin, Burnaby . . . .  
WCB spokesman Grant  polsaning. When she ex- manager. The party's held executive posts in . 6) Fred Wilson, Van- : ~i. 
MeMlllan said the in- plained this to Burdea thcre headquarters is in the Ford ratepa~ers and PTA groups, couver East. BE NICE TO MEXICO 
vestigation into Harknesa' was "no investigative action Building, in Vancouver. 7) Bert Ogden, Vancouver Much of the vanilla tom- 
claim "would be re-opened, taken." Three of the fourteen CANDIDATES: ~outh. mereially available is a" i]~ / 
Benzene, also known as As stated above Harknus candidates are women --~ 1) Jim Beyncn, Miui~- ' 8) Eflc Wangh, North produnt of the V. planlfelis, :'~ 
Benzol, is a dear, colorless was exposed to benzene in Viola Swan, originally active Port Mcod~ Vancouver-Burnaby a native of Mexico but grown i 
extremely flammable liquid order that precess materials with the CCF party. Betty 2) Mark Mosher, I0) Fred Blanco, Surrey- also in tropical countries, 
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odor. Alcanuaea henzonein expomwe, pHor to the dato of M i n e  
February 7 when "she was an environmental 
monitoring process to no longer exposed to bm- 
deferrals8 the amount of zeae," says Burden, was 50 KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) --  "If the company wants to. 
conl.tar volat[lco given off by mfllllitrco at a time. Ap- Porticos of the proposed lecatethatat[lnipspouddese 
the aluminum-smelting proximately 40 vials con- Birch Island uranium mine " to the river, we wlll have the 
l~OcoU, taising 50 mt~Jtittrm each development now can be authority to lay no," said 
Roy Hiehman, federal were handled by Harkness, controlled by the Thompson- Winter. "We could surest it 
bureau of chemical hazard according to her Nicola Resiouai District, be located a certain distance 
spokesman, said intense estimations. At a regional district away from the river. 
exvosure to benz~o causes "Only once did I handle meeting Friday, directors "We want to continue to 
giddiness, exhilaration and more. While cleaning the approved an anunendment ireserve the nptuml water 
• ,.t~ncoS, accompanied by a vials out I WaS directly ex- ~ to the zoning bylaw which courae and leave it free from 
aeasation ot tigh=ua in tha POSnd to abeut 1500 p l J L .~ ,  q~l lL  ~ w°uld all°w tbem to brat= tnnium ceniamination"' ~ S A Y  
o . , ,  Alcan  -e rson-e"  =.  ,nausea, fatigue and ez~-~n of the O.H.C. "This doesn't give us veto regional district director, 
power ~ver the mine imidthedevelopmont p~mit depressiea. 
mt~nbranemightalsoeceur, Committee)Jim Brisebois manager  =, . , ; * . .~ . , . . _ . .  safeguard to the other 
leading to difficulty in stated that the problem of . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  ' 
breathing and possible benzene was "pre~ltod to ~'" of "It Just gives us some _l~_.mi.~.~ whinh already m 
respiratory failure, in. the company with a Formereuperintendmt University of British contro loverwheref ldnp ~, .~ '  . . . .  , , . . r , - . . , . . .  ~ , " r '  
cludh~lossofconz¢lo.usness guarantee act to fire the industrial relations, at ~ Columbia in 1965, Alger o , - I  ~=t..~'' ., .,uvl~vpv~,uT-,~..,,,,p~ 
and death, said Hlcm,.an. employee ff named. If the Ainm Smelters and spent eight years with . . . . .  Mines d Toronto to mvetop W I I  investigation showed the Chemicals Kit[mat smeltsr~ hawker-Sidduly Canada ltd. An example where the the mine at Birch kland is 
Follow up to lh~rknee, by a=perviagr tobe tea ble, ROb Algur has bean aadipt~ And asauciated'companies, davel°pmestl Mmdtcould be being bold uP due t° a I WITH 
Scott Browes he should be ~t~i l~ , , ,  the poeit[on of personnel He held various poets in effective b in locatiea of a uraaiumminingmorat~rium 
Company doctor Eric division manager, e~fective industrial relations with tailinp pond. in ~lgeh43olum~, 
The above arfleje contains G .  r l f t l ,  the ill, us . . .  June 1 19'/8 " D.co Stes l .  Sydney, Nova ~ a  I I F L O W E R  5 many aspects of the cue tat[on, "It was not formally Leaving me mancg~.inl Scotia, and in Montreal, as ~. 
which need.furthtr data to presmtedtothacompsny, It Job is Phil Gunyon, Phllwill weUasCanadinnStcolWheel i~ 
l~OPerly ~ t  the ease. ' was montaged in January be moving on to Montreal, in Montreal, 
Elphlck of Kltlmat, era- Hemtobennyfollow.upand This move Is one of two Alger came to Kit[mat in 
alm mak  l mat  on anythl~ repromB di~maion on the matt~," the Alcoa management unit duetrial relations to the the case, according to his Tha'e has been no which are "became of the reduction division manager, ' eecretary, devaiopmonis on the case, demand' for good people He served as chairman of . O• ~ q # ~ , ~ h a  
the compa~ dq~. r," aay~ Joint company-union Oc. one official, turnover before l~nng nemco 
Alga~ expects no changes superintendent of employee . i 
avenuesltarknuss wnoto correcttelt tha henn cmul~t~l.ona I Health Corn: la the department. "The relations in 1974, with " " ' '~ '~ " i 
eupiz~Jed be=one =poe= department will continue to reponeibllitie| in labour allla Dlvd, 
had been exhaucisd when aggress ive ly  pursue relatio~ and.employment, . j  Briefs °"='*"*"  = " " '  ="  mnouoaS were (across from .e  Kltlmat Hotel} =be approached the unim, . 
(CASAW) for nsadatance end benefit of the staff," Alger divided by reorganization.in 
explains. - . June 19'/7 be became In- l ~ .d~.  OPEN MON.-SAT, i 
Company mannger in t,AIDFOUNDATIONS Mter graduating in duatr~|rekt ionasu. in-  ~ ~ ~ ~  /l' 6326622 ' charge of  publlo relatims TEL, AVIV (AP) --Pinl~8 commerce from the tondont. ' 
E lectora l  sys tem " offernd relocation because of ;~tim mlnkt~r who laid the " : m TERRACE HONDA SALES i the problems incurred with fotmdat[ons of the J~th  ~ l l l '  4142 Hwy. 16Weet 'Terrace, B.C. vie lU i ~ Wel}el lvor  " " ~ :~: 
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Palestine in 1933 where 
"°" ' ' ' "=  '" i FnONTIEn AUTIO. Smle|s LTD 
to illness with "moa~ate founded the brnall Liberal The Royal Commission on each constituency. Such a ' ' . . . . .  " 
party. He became Justice Electoral Reform was, t~ti~d move .would require " 
minkter in Israel's first here Friday that Bri redrawing eelectorel district ' , l l  
Columbia's electoral system boundaries in effect since ' 
should be radically changed 1966. I ' i 
concern" Burdon says she 
was relocated. The physical 
relocation was "about hirty 
feet" away from the benzene, 
says Burden.' 
The first effects of the 
benzene on her working 
capabilities was noticed by 
Harkness in January. 
Burden agrees that effects of 
some kind were reported," 
and she was replaced for the 
rest of the day, but it is 
impossible to attribute the 
problems to benzene without 
more medical data." 
cod l i t ion  cab inet ,  
estoblbhad in 1948 and held 
that post' for 13 years. He 
retired from polities in 19~,. 
DISCUSS RELATIONS 
" HONG KONG (AP) -- ?lie 
Hong Kong American 
Chamber of Commerce is 
sending a delegation to 
Hanoi n mid-Jnne to discuss 
trade relations, executive 
director William Mortson 
announced Wednesday. 
to provide for representation 
by population. 
George Gihault, an ar- 
ticling lawyer, submitted a
brief which proposed that he 
voting system he changed to 
majority from the present 
form of plurality win 
became "our system, which 
rewards the largest mi- 
nority, is not politically 
effective." 
Giheult said "any can- 
Gibault noted that the 
district of Omeaica, now has 
one MLA for 13,000 people, 
while the neighboring 
district of Fort George has 
one MLA to represent 42,000. 
Under his proposal, the 
Kamlonpo riding would 'be 
divided into two new con- 
stituencies- Kamloops- 
North Thompson, with a 
population of 31,000, and 
Kaminope-$huswap. with a 
didate not receiving a population of 33,000. 
Po l i ce  won ' t  Gihault said the a runoff election." Most Vanco ver would los 
MLAs now in office would be 
subject becauae majority its six MLAs, whllem 
Vancouver would i return guns wiua are uncommon, plan bf represental 
Hesaid a system similar to population would al~ 
this has been in effect in the situation in the 
France since the Second ~r.. .. . . .  ~.= ,h=, 
dry of 
! l se one of 
flesuburban 
,~ gain'. A 
)r s t flon by 
dd also rectify 
Fraser 
Valley, where the cities of NORTHVancouvor)cp)-- calibre Browning ntachine 
RCMP have refused to gun. World War. Richmond, Delta and Surrey 
return 146 guns, including NOT CHARGED "The point to be made is have quadrupled their 
two cannon' and 45 govern- The guns were not that people feel democracy, population in the last 20 
mat  surplus machine was, delivered, and Hutchinson mcam majority rule. They .years but have had no in- 
seized from a North Van- was not charged, should not be frustrated by a 
eouver gun collector ,in An RCMPspokeemaneaid system wherein the first crease in representation. 
January, John Hutchinson, North Vancouver l~eaeeu~r fellow over the post wins the Judge L. S. Eckhardt, 
32, said Friday during an Don Celle had changed lfls election although he may bead of the commisslon, 
lntcrview in the gunsmith's mind about laying a charge have only 28 per cent of the 'described Gibault's brief as 
shop in the basemmt of his or.cbergea gainst he gun veto," Gibanlt said. having merrit but wouldn't 
home. . collector. EQUAL NUMBERS say whether its suggestions 
NelthcrHutchimonnorthe He asld he doesn't tin- The brief proposed .would be accepted for 
RCMP want his addrecs derstand why his other retaining the 53.member ecommendation n the corn- 
publicized, weapons weren't seized, legislature but with an equal mission report, 
deuble steel decr and hu lds  * * . * * * * * * *  
30 non-operating handguns, 
Very pistols and one 
Thompson submachine ~,I. 
Inone cornerstandsatriped .~1~ W I T H  Foe  THE 
machine gun mount and a __  
belt of .50-calibre machine ~ , 
gun rounds of ammunit[m; 
inch to another stonds a three- Russian mert r, SPE01AL 
None of the guns can be ~,¢  
used. &d# • . '  " 
In 'January. when Hut- ; ' 
chanson was arrested, "they 
thr,~w me In Jail, they said MOTHERS DAY • for security reasons; it was ~ 
alleged that I had restricted 
weapom and while I was in ~ . 
EDITION ON 
hours, the RCMP seized my 
guns." ~ 
He said the RCMP went 
into his shop, loaded a truck 
sad carried away 1 .  of hts : wepons,them,they wee ndwere a vising k eping returning him four later146 of ~ . ~ y  1 ~  , '.. : T "~ 
of them to his home . . . .  ~ 
Hutchinson, who is unem- 
ployed and said he has no , ,~  
interest in firing guns, 
waited for 4½ hours Friday 
for the RCMP to bring back 
° -  
He said that the RCMP 
'said that he was to be 
charged with having a 
l~oldbiisd wupm, a .50- 
presents another 
Unreserved Auotion Sale 
indoors at 
ONEILLS OHEV OLDS LTD. 
• Ma in  Street, Smashers, B.C. 
Saturday, May 1315 1 p,m. 
50.60 Cars & Trucks 
.From Dealers of 
Srnithers& Area 
FINANCING oN SPOT 
TO APPROVED 
'CREDIT 
U174B-'74 Datsun 610 -4 dr. seal. 
U179D.'71 Chev ImPala - 2 dr. HT , 
U147D.'70 Pontiac Par - 4 dr. seal. 
U110E.'68 Chev Nomad - 4 dr. S-W 
A Van 3.'73 Mazda S.Wagon Ro~ary 
A Van 3.'72 Meteor Rldasu. 2 dr. HT 
A Van 3-'73 Plymouth Fury II-4dr. HT 
U66SB.'65 Ford 1/2 To.n PU 
U661B.'71 Intern. i/= ton PU 
U661B-'72 Dodge 1/2 Ton' PU 
1974 Dodge, 4 dr. sedan, V6, auto, p.s., p.b., radio 
1973 Buick. 4 dr., HT, va, auto, p.s.,'p.b., radio 
1971 Torlno. 2 dr., HT, Va.auto, p.o., p.b. 
1971 Toyota Land Cruiser- 
1970 Ford ~ Ton PU - Va, 4 speed 
1973 Torln'o -4 dr. sedan, Va, auto, p~s., p.b.; radio 
1974 Pinto Wagon 
1974 Plymouth Van 
1975 Chov Suburl~n 
1972 Pinto - 2 dr. 
1974 Ford 1 Ton 
1975 Datsun. 2 dr. (210) 
1974 Maverck- 4 dr. sedbn, 8 cyl, p.s., p.b. 
Cars' on Display 
Fric/ay, May 12 
19"73 Pinto .' 2 dr. sedan 
1977 GMC PU Short Box One Owner 
1974 Ford Galaxle • 4 dr. sedan 
1973 Chrysler. 2 dr. HT 
1976 Ford Ltd.. 4 dr. sedan 
1969 Ford F350 Chasls & Flat deck i 
1968 Mer~:ury Pickup 
1971 Ford Pickup & Vanguard Canopy 
• 1974 Ford Pickup 
1975 Chev % Toh Pickup. . 
1975 Datsun Long Box Pickup 
1976 G.M.C. Pickup 
1976 DatsunFI0 
1974 VW Super Beetle 
1973 Toyoto/~rk II Wagon 
1971 Ford Torlno Wagon 
1973 Datsun 610 Wagon 
1972 Dodge Colt Wagon 
1974 Comaro LT 
1970 G.M.C. 1/2 Ton PU 
1969 Datsun Pickup 
1974 Plymouth Crlckett 
1970 Satellte 383 Heml  
SALf OHHOTn. p.nss,om soma.  
MIKE ALDOFF .WAYNE FELHAUER 
FmnB Atom Smms LTD. 
" ' of Kamloops  * * " 
Box 2095 Stn. A Dealer Lioenoe Number 00667A 376-6940 
I 
= 
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School construction special 
Consideration in Pr. George ' 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP)  . Construction "of 
schoob in the Prince George 
school district is going to get 
special eonsideratlm, says 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer. 
McGear said in an in. 
tervlew Saturday that his 
ministry had been at fault in 
not allowing for the 
llmitetions that northern 
weather has on school 
building constrnctien. 
He promised •more con- 
aidaration in the future and 
said that $1 out of evary $I0 
npent on education during 
the next fiscal year would be 
spent in the Prince George 
school district. 
"Our ministry has been at 
fault in not reco~Izin~ the 
limitations of the con- 
struciion season her," said 
McGeer, who visited local 
schook and spoke at the 
mmuai meeting of the British 
Columbia School Trmteak 
Association. 
McC~ear promised more 
local autonomy to school 
districts in his speech to the 
trustees. 
Smaller school distHots 
will be 8iven the same dshts 
m ~ larger school districts 
in selecting superintendents. 
Meanwhile, he "said, local 
schml-l~0ards will continue 
to have the right to approve 
local courses of study and 
books. 
McGeer said, • however, 
that some direction from his 
ministry would he needed to 
standardize methods of 
assessment in school 
districts. 
He said a survey of all 
1,600 schools in the 75 
provincial school districts 
this year disclosed a wide 
variance in policies and 
practices for assessing and 
promotl~ students. 
The minister promised 
that he ministry would work 
proteestonela in devolving a 
poltw.  In thia arm. 
McGear sa id 'new 
initiatives in the province 
would be taken soon in the 
area of alternative and 
special education projects. 
He ako pr~ntsed to 
change the Public Schools 
Act so that school boards 
would be free to dlamlas 
teachers for misconduct 
involving marijuana, 
This action will be taken if 
the British Columbia 
Supreme Court decides that. 
the present ace does not 
allow this to be done, 
McGeer said a loophole in 
the Public Schcek Act has 
led to retention of '  some 
teaches who have beer 
found guilty or have pleade~ 
Sultry tu tbe uce of 
mar i juanA.  
"There are provisions in 
the Public Schools Act for 
the removal of anybody 
found guilty of a criminal 
offeace, but the use by the 
court of conditional or ab- 
solute dbchar~ea removes 
the conviction f rom the 
record," he said. 
McGear sald that in the fu- 
.ture school bonrds mlght nan 
a section of the act allowl~ 
them to dismiss teachers for 
misconduct if found qullty of 
possession of the drug. 
"We have had two opinions 
from the attorney.~eneral'e 
department supporting 
view and one school dbtriet 
also has a writtm opinion 
conflnni~,thts position," he 
said. 
1 Art Kube, newly appointed chairman of the Skeena Manpower Development Com. mittee. 
New chairman for 
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Divers ion  ot r iver 
studied by Hydro 
C~GAR,  B.C. (CP) letter from Hydro which 
-- MP Bob Brinco (PC-- ate@s, in effect, that the 
KooteaayWest) says he has Crown corporntion will go 
information showing that ahead with the project. 
British Columbia Hydro Hydro officials have said 
intends to d ivert  the the project is only being 
Kootenay River into the ' studied and no final decision 
Columbia River to increase has been made on whether to 
the generating capacity of proceed. 
the Columbia. The project would divert 
Brkce said the Bonneville the Kecteaay River into the 
Power Administration i  the headwaters of the Columbia 
United States l~s received a River at Canal Fiats in 
southeastern B.C. 
The increased flow in the 
Columbia would increase the 
power generating capacities 
of Hydro's Mica Dam and 
Bovelstoke Dam, which now 
is being cons.tructed. 
Opposition to the scheme 
has been expressed by 
concerned groups, who say 
the tourist industry would be 
hurt and fish stocks would be 
affected. 
M aytag 
For Mothers Day 
A Gift that makes every Day 
Skeena job group' Mothers Day 
Kube, regional was appointed last week to Kuhe was in Terrace ]~tl  
chair the Skeena Manpower 
Developmeat Committee. 
Art 
director of education for the 
Canadian Labor Congress,' 
arty suppor ters  
Thursday • for the com-. 
mittoce meeting where he 
was elected to replace for- 
met chairman Jim Clifford. 
£keona Manpower 
Development Committee, a
joint union, management, 
and government body 
studyln~ a variety of em- 
pioyment problems in the 
north, is into its second 
phase right now, action on 
morn than 40 recom- 
moudetions which eeme out 
of phase one . .  . 
The major recem- 
mmdetiom deal with full 
~mploy~ont, labor stability, 
job training and the general 
quality of life in the Skeona 
area .  
Kube said be feels one of 
One Week Only 
"H, by chance, it does n~ 
hold up, then I will move to 
change the Public Schools Premier Bill Bennett and 
Act." eight Social Credit cabinet 
Auto mechanics teacher-ministers turned an in- 
Dennis Hilton, 29, was format ion conference 
charged ,list month with Satin'day at the city Croatian 
possession of marijuana nd Centre into a party lovefest. 
was suspended by the The ISI people who 
Coquitlim school board. He sacrificed a sunny afternoon 
was liter given a conditimal - tuatteadltwerea supportive 
discharge in court after group, giving Bennett two 
standing ovations and 
applaud Bennett 
VANCOUVER' (CP) --  mingling freely with the 
crowd during a half-time 
coffee break, shaking hands 
and renewing acquaint- 
aloes. 
The premier said this is 
not an election year, but it is 
time for party members to 
begin urging "strong .men 
and women" to seek Social 
Credit. nominations in the 
closely with the trustees next provincial election, the main functions of the 
association and other being found guilty, clapping enthusiastically Noting that the party is in committee is to make people 
when cabinet ministers the third year of a five-year aware of saran of the labor BCSTA elections ,o,o. o=., party n~nndlate, he sa/d" it ~d to problems wblch is "the flrst achievements, spend the first year cleaning ste~ in resolving those 
" Spcmored by the British up the mess loft by the New problems." . 
Columbia Social Credit Democratic .Party, the When asked ff the Skeona 
"" ~ ~ a -l it Party, it was adv~tised as .second mald~ a start on its 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. . wes~oon ran on _ p - an opportunity far party own promises of bringing.in 
(.AI~.) - David Kandel,.48,.of ~_or..m,oL sen~ trustee .members, guests and ~ much-needed legislation and 
Aonotszora was eiectea .~w~ ,~.: m,u~u, ~, .,~..~ public to "speak out oh vital the third extending the 
president of the BlUsh tnea.s~, auona.marev~._.me issues." Moot members of beneflts beginningtoaecrue 
. ,C.~un~.bli,:.~School,,: ~'asteea... ~ .  ~ ~o~.. ~us. ~ "  the ~ well-dressed; older '" from its 0wn~admhitstratlon./ 
~t ion  oa Sunday.. . om on eaueauon mamn~ aud ience  appeared ,  He. said that, at a time 
Kandal, the lncumnent w~.a~, o.a,, reiectioo of however, to he party sup when other provincial 
vice- resident, succeeds "~"~ " ' "  ~'~ P .~,, , . , , ,  . . . . . .  a~,,o, e porters, governments are cutting 
C11ffAdkinsofBurnaby, w~ ah~w,~l th~ ~hml trustees .Most of the questions back on services and 
won by acclamation last ann---.':,% o-~-.,=,,='~'-,,# o ,.,.,, asked urisga question-and- projects, B.C. is expanding 
.yur.butdid.net stand f~/~ frontation approach in answer l~.led, were as pR  them. . . . . .  
e/ocunn at me assoc~aune s dAnlinn with ~dueational as k,rovlnclaI ~ecretary For example, while omer 
a~__tmlm.eet~: . . . .  ~ con- -~s , " ' - - -  ~- GraceMcCarthy'.ssummer.y jurisdictions are closing 
..~.an~ co".ecLe~":xLVO~ . . . . . . . . .  pink dress, serv~ ~ hespiUds, S.C. ,~ ~ann~s 
on me second bauot o ue~eat ~moms~ men era as Vehicles to allow me and building more new 
Rubymae Parrot, of for local control in eduction ministers to describe the hospitals thanat any time i. 
Saaulch, by 71 votes, mattemandsaidhewlllpush government's achievements ourhlatury" and introducing 
Charled Truscott of the the ministry of education to in glowing terms, new services such as the 
Creston-Kaslo school shift the sohoo] tax bm'don Although audience extended health care pro- 
district, received 54votes on from property.owners, members raised some gram, said Benn~t. committee becpuse of his 
the first ballot and with- PatBrady, pre~dont0fthe controversial issues-- Concerning the h~man re -  familiarity with the area. 
drew; Brian Westwood, chairman of the Langley "B.C. Teachers Federation, inolndh~a$4,300ont-ofcourt sources ministry,' Banner No cu~-off date has been 
afso told the meeting that he settlement to travel said that Humal~.Resources set (or phase two of the 
school board, received 22 present pattern of .shifting MinlsterBUlVanderZalm is, Skcena . Manpower 
votes on the first ballot and increasing education costs to 
~keona " l  
Manpower Development II
Committee would have a 
concrete ffect on the em- 
ployment situation in the 
north, Kube replied he was  
opttmtstic about he outcome 
of the committee's function. 
"Certain committees are 
set up far the purpose of; 
hiding a problem," he said, 
but stated he wflltry to make 
the Skeena Manpower 
Development Committee 
"netion oriented." 
Kube" lives and works in 
Vancouver unlike the eight 
members of the committee 
who Uve  in the Skeona 
region, but  he feels he is 
competent o chair the 
Save $5000.n, 
' llAYTA~ - The one to buy in the first place 
Open a Totem Revolve-A-Charge 
ministry employee a fired 90 
. . minutes after he started a upholding his commitment Developmmt Committee, 
w_~ .e~ina.t~. . . .  local taxpayers mint be new Job-they ceemecl ~ to ensure that no one abuses but Kube said monthly 
~'arr~, chairman of me reversed accept unquestionlngly the system, meetings will he held to look 
asnciation's finance sum-. ' .. . . whatever responses mey CommentLt~ on a 
mitres, was renominated for He said., the .pro.vmaal were given. . balanced bodget, he said the into various aspects of the 
defea..ted_ the, vice- .Arleen. p r sidency Fl tchernn; or more ~5ovarnmont iman.aal .. _ must. r- ep~sl~ n nv~ taxe ....._ on 'The  meeting " "a~Inm-h~A Was "-- "friendly, . . . . . .  of with the" of . . . .~ . .  ,n~,.,,,,o,~ "mortgaging - -"  h~o .,,. , ,;,,o.,,,,,, the--'~"'~" future", local employment . , i ustiou. , 
~,owell rover 114 vccea xor onucauon m -~ an s . . . .  I~y. _ _ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;;"_; _o MIAs and cabinet minister of ~._~__~otmg people of B,C, 
FIetCJIE¢ aD(I He len 1.;8nner 8aotu~l p ~  ~ecu~m vz  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - A  ~ 
d Maple F,~ '8~ w~e liter the Colleges Ace that remove • . . . . . . . . .  ~ - -  - -  w' 
elected directors, costs from local taxpayers. • • 
erger  
Si I erra aw AFTS 
~"CTORIA (CP) - Justice Burger for his smeltiveand I - -  • 
,~,omas Berler of the .thorough conduct, of the • ' - . .  • 
- - -  " ,, ' ~ J IF '="  .' ' , achievement award, club .ha_aring~rncessinCAneda. B ~,~MId[~. .  I '~  • 
sFokesman Bob Nixou said .~-ne.citsflon ,sta.._~ that ~ _~,p~u~m. . .  I 
tod~v .iot:J~©r t raumu~us~;u ' :  ~ ~ l~ l  " ' "  , ~atu  Ik  
~;~.;,...od in a news technical analysis into a • :' ~'MP ', - -~  
,~;M-~" tl~'~'Bar,er is the soul;searchin8 evaluatim d • ,  , ~ i ,  I~  I•  • 
'flj~s~--diax~ to~etve Hesaidit was this soc~l, moral, ec()nomic and ' , '  "V~ ~' - ' ' ' 1 ' ' "  . .11  , h cUf 
. environmental respon- i - - . 1 6 1 . . : . - -  t with  
I All 
,' thecalori--  . " - - -  . - -  v .  MACRAME 
forall kindsofmmm. I / Testdr/veaH"ndatod at/i ) 
• ' | m TERRACE HONDAsALES / I I  . . . . .  
, I I tWI I  4m.wv.~west [ [No .  l lq619~ueensway Da i ly  4-8 p .m.  ! 
V8G 11.8 I IW l !  ' Terrace, B.C, [ ) Sat, ,  Sun ,9 .Bp .m. ' [  
| ~ . 6~4571or 635-4325 | L ' _~ 
1 HONDA Dealer L|cenceNumberO2044A ' j  ~ - ] l ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - - ~ v  " 
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 Editorial 
It would be very easy for an editor to feel his 
role of commenting on the news scene requires 
him to come down on the critical side as often as 
possible. It is sometimes easier to be a 
"Jeremiah", a doom-say,r, "the world is going 
to Hell in a basket", "the End is at hand", "this 
generation is going to the dogs" prophesier than 
a forecaster of pleasant things. 
But, as far as the Terrace-Kitimat HERALDis 
concerned, from five months tenure in the 
Editor's Chair, there is little but good to report. 
Circulation of the HERKLD is not only "UP", 
it appears to be jumping. We have an ap- 
proximate S00 new readers in Kitimat, alone. 
New subscriptions are still arriving, dally. Our 
telephone calls and letters and visitors to the 
editor would seem to be reaching a maximum' or 
at least almost othe point where we are going to 
have to plan appointments, in order to leave time 
to get our "editing" done. But this is good- all 
good- and we would not want it any other way. 
We must say a word or two about the ad- 
vertisers. It has always been my policy, while 
editor of other newspapers, to keep: a good 
distance between the role of editor and the ad- 
vertising department. Believe me when I say it 
is easy to find oneself being influenced or 
pressured to become a mouthpiece for the heavy 
advertisers. Though seldom translated into 
words, it is not hard to feel the inference that 
unless a newspaper tones down its stand on a 
certain subject, that particular advertiser could 
take his advertising eleswhere. 
. Our advertisers have been highly supportive. 
There can be no denying it- even ff one hates to 
admit it...newspapers, just like any other 
Report from 
Ottawa 
lona Campagnolo 
Despite the almost constant speculation in 
Ottawa about an impending federal election 
(speculation which may be fact by the time you 
read this), Parliament is continuing to operate 
effectively, and to deal with important i ems of 
legislation. 
PUBL IC  SERVICE PAY  LEVELS  
One piece of legislation which has been 
recently introduced - and which has generated 
considerable public discussion- isBill C-28, a bill 
that would amend the Act that governs collective 
bargaining "m the federal Public Service. 
This :legislation, together with other govern- 
ment measures - like the Creation of a price and 
incomes monitoring agency - is designed to 
ensure an orderly transition to the 10ost-control 
Amessage of appreoiation 
medium, rely on advertising revenue in order to 
live. No newspaper that I know of supports itself 
other way. 
and'he advertiser~ in Kitimat and Terrace have 
been rallying to the HERALD in a most en- 
couraging manner. From a forty page paper of 
only, a couple of months ago, they have enabled 
us to grow to sixty pages. To properly present 
the news to include the full spectrum of coverage 
a daily newspaper should have, we still need 
more pages than that, and are hopeful the 
present rend will ensure a continued healthy 
and interesting rowth. 
It must also be recognized, too, that ad- 
vertisers are usually not, and not expected to be, 
purely philanthropic n their reason for paying 
out hard dollars for advertising Space. An ad- 
vertiser's concern is to so display the wares and 
services he has to offer where they will be most 
advantageously seen, attractively described, 
and reach the most people - who will decide to 
purchase his products and services. Once the 
advertiser finds that a partieular newspaper is
getting results, he will usually continue to ad- 
vertise, and as long as the advertising continues 
to increase his business, he may be tempted to 
increase his advertising space. 
Last week we had a good example of the selling 
power of our Classified Advertising page when 
one of our staff put his 1966 Comet car for sale. 
Well over FIFTY phone calls poured in during 
the two days the ad ran. "The car was sold 
within i the first hour the newspaper with the ad 
appeared on the newstand. A week later the 
calls are still coming in. THough this may sound 
like an exaggeration it is absolutely true. At one 
point when the calls were coming in from in- 
terested car buyers at 9 p.m it was necessary to
use the "Hold" button in order to get any work 
done. 
To our advertisers, then, a sincere "Thank 
you" for support and confidence. To our new 
subscribers- much as we deplore inflation's 
effect on the prices of everything, including 
newspapers (we still haven't accustomed our- 
selves to newspapers costing more than a dime!) 
we hope you will stay with us helping us grow 
and watching the news develop in one of the most 
interesting places in the world- the Pacific 
North-West. 
As to the future. We can promise this. There 
are some very interesting news stories "coming 
up". We have enough "leaks", "exposes", hot 
tips", "interesting leads" tucked away, thanks 
to our readers- to keep us busy for a good six 
months. (This does not mean, however, that we 
are not interested in getting more). Because of 
the nature of some of these, we have to be sure of 
the accuracy of every statement for our own 
protection. 
A major piece of news coverage we are ALL 
waiting for, I'm sure, is the federal election. Our 
prime minister has promised a pronouncement 
on when we may expect his to occur, sometime 
this week. Most of our "sources" insist here will 
not be an election before Fall: but Mr. Trudeau 
seems to enjoy his reputation for doing the un- 
predictable. 
One interesting ~tem in today's morning marl 
came from the Communist" Party of Canada, 
B.C. Provincial Committee. (Appropriately 
enough, their letterhead, is vrinted in red ink). 
enclosing a list of 14 B.C.'federal candidate~ 
nominated by the Communist Party along with a 
short biographical sketch Of each candidate. 
Campaign manager for the B.C. Communist 
federal campaign is Maurice Rusb. 
On the provincial scene, politics don't appear 
to be quite as interesting at the moment. 
Perhaps it is because of our distance from 
Victoria and Vancouver that seems to make so 
many of the issues that hit the headlines "down 
there" irrelevant "up here" in the Northwest. 
The announcement by Cyril Shelford that he 
willnot be running in the next B.C. election made 
the headlines putting Skeena in the news for a 
few weeks. So far we have not noticed any rush 
forward of enthusiastic candidates to succeed 
him: 
Unemployment and inflation still are the 
major concerns absorbing the attention of the 
public. None of the political parties has come up 
with solutions to these. 
The general attitude of politicians - rightly or 
wrongly- is that he world is in a general state of 
recession, and Canada has to wait for a world 
upswing bdore its own economy will show signs 
of recovery. In other words- they feel all we can 
do is wait and see. 
One last word. We appreciate hearing from 
our readers with news, suggestions, ideas for 
editorials, comments on the news, letters to the 
editor, photos of general or particular interest- 
whatever, as the expression goes, "turns you 
on". We are striving to reflect public opinion- 
and with your help- so we will. 
period. Its particular objective is to ensure that l 
the public service follows, rather than leads, the 
I private sector in wage rates. • In recent years - in the years since 10ublic sector unions were granted the right to bargain t and strike - public service wages have not only caught up, but in many instances have exceeded, 
wages in the private sector. This has not only [ The grezn concrete buUding on Eby Street, near the City ] 
placed an increased burden on Canadian tax- I nuildisg in now the home of the Northwest DktHct for Ind 
payers  -.who pay public servants - but has  on I Northern Development. The move into the still unnnme 
| carried out over Thursday and Friday of last week. D~t ~ 
occasion set unreasonably high precedents that • 1 On,alden said the move enables the Indian Affairs staff o~ 
have fueled excessive wage demands in the l anereomratherthanintwoseparatedlmildi~gs. Thtrtyem~ 
private sector. - i diatrlotoffl~. Two more stetf are being added trom the re|P 
The elements of this bill have been widely 
discussed in recent years. It is based on 
recommendations made by a "number of • OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
authorities including: the Special Joint Com- 
mittee of Parliament which investigated public BY Riohard daokson 
service pay scales; the outgoing chairman of the Ottawa,- It has to be a sign of weakness that 
Public Service Staff Relations Board, Jacob the "me too" Conservatives, in res~ndiug to a 
Finkelman; and the government's discussion Liberal move, just don't seem to be able to find it 
c~.per for the post-controls period "Agenda for in their hearts to be as positive. 
operation". Knowing a good issue when they see it, the 
As there has been a good deal of controversy Conservatives knew the liberals had something 
over the bill, I would like to draw attention to in their ."get tough with the public service" 
some of its more important provisions '- position. " - 
But they couldn't bring themselves to~e point 
provisions misunder tood, that are frequently misinterpreted or of unabashed public Service bashing in their 
EQUIVALENCE uncertain attempt to "me too" the Liberals, 
Under the amended Act, government ar- In fact, after staking their position on the 
bitrators will be instructed to compare public public service - between the disastrous ,'give- 
service wage-benefits packages with similar them-what-they-want" position of the last 10 
jobs in the privatesector. Where a public set. years and the "hit-'em-where-it-hurts" new 
vice group is behind a similar group in the policy of the Liberals -the Conservatives ap- 
private sector, the bill makes provision for a peared to panic. . ' 
Seeming to suffer pangs of guilt, they rushed to 
phased catch-up. This will avoidsudden, trend- the defence of the public service, even defending setting jumps. 
Where the public service is ahead of the out- the Post Office and its trouble-making postal 
side market, the level of compensation would not unions. 
be reduced - but neither would it be allowed to Incredible as it still seems, when the govern- 
merit was pushing through the bill outlawing, advance at a rate outstripping that in the private postal' Strikes during and until 21 days after sector. 
Such an approach is the logical outcome of the federal elections, there were Conservatives 
government's commitment tokeep its spending pleading for "understanding" of the strike-crazy 
within reasonable bounds, mail service. . . 
The Act will strengthen the role of the Pay Realizing that the ~xpaT.e.rs had. raged for 
Research Bureau - a body charged with the task years.aoout puDuc.servlce .str~e.s, pun,e ser~..c.e 
of. gathering data to support collective premium pay setting. ~e z.m.i.auon p.acef p uDuc 
hagr aining. Its flgurea on comparativb wage service perks, ann mat pu~me servtce muexeu 
scales will be made nubliC, pension perhaps most of all, the Liberals, going 
I feel this is legislation with a nllilceo,hy to be into an election, knew there were votes to be won 
° "- " b ~ supported by those interested in Fiscal y.era.ekiugdown. 
responsibility hat will continue to protect civil ~lara.. . . . . . .  _ . .  
servants - while providing protection for tax . _,~no w~cn. me.~os~a~ umom, .xasc . . . .  
er inst excessive demands on the ublic Tna~ s when me t;onservauves, wire xormer pay saga P T ' ' treanur~ hv nublic service unions, ory Postmaster General Walter Dinsdaie 
~e ~lll ~vi~ in all likelihood ie on the order suddenly discovered the postal workers were 
paper of this Parliament. I f  it is reintroduced more to..be.lpitie.d " than pun . i s .bed . . . . .  
there will be time'to adjust certain of its ~ut wnncne uoera~smsIstmg, meanu-su'uce 
provisions to more sensitively reflect the con- law ~.on the books now. . . "  . _ ' . . . . .  
cerns and needs of both civil servants and tax un me muscle, "lreasury ~oarn ~-resmenc ~5oo 
savers -and  to adont the uositive recom- Andras, realizing that 13 million taxpayers 
mendations of the Finkeiman report in any outvote one m ion public sea, ants, proposed 
future legislation. , countering strikes wicn meaouts. 
HoU and Safety 
idlan Affairs and 
~med building was 
ktrlct Manager Don 
)e together under 
aployeee staff the 
gio .nnl office-and 
engineer, who arrived Monday, and a community planner, stln being sought 
The District office' is responsible for 15 Indian Bands over 90,000 square 
miles strecthing from the Queen Charlottes, west, to Telegraph Creek end 
Iskut, in the north. AU the Indian Bands supported the eonsoHdaUon f of- 
rices under the one roof and were instrumental inbringing pressure on the 
government to make the move, 
Going further, Mr. Andras would ban strikes 
above the $33,500 salary bracket. 
What's more, the outlawing of strikes would 
not only apply to postal workers during and until 
21 days after an election but to all public ser- 
" entmltothes f vants designated as ess " a ety and 
security of the state. ''• 
Then runaway'puplic service pay would be  
brought under control by making the average in 
business and industry the maximum in the 
public service. 
And finally a lid would be clamped on the in. 
dexing of public service pensions. 
.Tough stuff,,this. All of' it proposed in a bill 
which makes it a plus issue for the Liberals. 
To counter, the Conservatives, after cham- 
pioning the postal workers, talk softly about 
public service strikes, even• when safety and 
Award 
winner 
"We Are Not Alone", a 
Canadian.produced radio 
documentary utilizing the 
story theme and advertising 
concept of the Columbia- 
EMI motion picture, "Close 
Encounters of the Third 
Kind', last week (10) won the 
Best Radio Program of the 
Year Award a' ~he annual 
awards dinner si,:,nsored by
me Montreal branch of the 
Association of Canadian 
Television and Radio Artists 
(ACTRA). 
"We Are Not AlOne", a 
survey of UFO phenomena 
and extra.terrestrial theses, 
features theories on the 
subjects by established 
experts and authorities, 
Amen8 them is Dr. J, Allen 
Hynek, noted astronomer 
Letters 
Dear Editor: 
It is Springt The weather 
is great and I ,,-Joy a daily 
walk to work, partly became 
I Just love our great outdoors 
and partly for the sake of 
particlpactlon. I should say 
that I USED to enjoy the 
walk; more and mere lately 
the degree of pleasure that I
get from these walks has 
been greatly reduced by.pop 
cans, pop bottles, car mmlee, 
cardboard boxes and jwt 
generaily awhole lot of stuff 
lying around that spells out 
POLLUTION of our town in 
capital etteers. 
I can recall a few years 
back we used to have an 
Anti-litter day. I can 
remember our kids all trying 
to outdo one another u they 
lugged bursting bags of litter 
to a large bin that had been 
set up in the downtown area 
for the purpose. 
What ever happened to 
Anti-llttur Day. Our town 
looks like it must have been 
cancelled due. to eatreme 
lack of intermt. 
Yours tndy~ 
DISGUSTED 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Your 
letter arrived at an cp-' 
pertane time, This week is 
"Anti-Litter Week". See 
Below: 
Fellow British Colum- 
bians; 
I would like to invite you to 
Join my Ministry and Out- 
doors Unlittered in our 
"PitCh-In 'T8" program. 
• This year the eamlzdgq will 
be held during May 8-14, 
1978. 
Hundreds of municipal 
councils, sehcok and other 
. coxmmdty organinallmm 
~ tively participated in 1977 
x. organizing a 
beautification "or con- 
servation project; 
2. conducting educational 
campaigns in their com, 
munity fuctming on Utter 
control and beautification; 
S. in i t iat ing a clean-up. 
Brltink Co: tmbla • Is 
beautiful. Let's keep it that 
y for your con. 
tlnued support. 
Yours since~eiy 
James A. Ninlwm 
Mlnkter of the En. 
security are involved. , 
• ? \ 
Outlaw them. Horrors, no. 
Instead, set up still another government 
bureaucracy todeal with the problem and call it 
the Public Interests Disputes Commission. 
"The Commission," say the Conservatives, 
"would define essential services, and give 
assistance to both sides, assess danger and 
damage to the public interest and make 
recommendations for terminating th 
deadlock." 
Isn't that Stirring stuff? 
Then on the issue of public service pay -- and 
how to stop it leading the inflation spiral -- the 
Conservatives, bold as ever, say "there must be 
a complete r view of pay and working conditions 
so that wages do not increase faster than the rate 
in business and industry." , 
Only on the question of indexing public service 
pensions do, the Conservatives take the bit in 
their teeth and run away from the Liberals. 
They, too, would put a "lid" on it, butmake the 
~ ublic service, and not ~.he taxpayers, foot the ill for indexing. 
and profe.or, who served as vironment 
technical advisor In the 
production of "Close En. 
counters of the .Third Kind" " -- 
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New Socred leader a Trainer gored ])y elephant before crowd "good C h r i s t i a n  man" . o~.  FORRST. Que.' police sharpshooter, the woods, completely ex- ACTED BYINSTINCT with elepi~,nta sime she was 
(CP) - -  Michel Gatien, A second male elephant haasted,"Berrysald. "Ijust "But once she was down, 16. "She never talked about 
asked her to come and she 
By PAUL GESSELL 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Wildly cheering Social 
Credit party members 
predicted Sunday their new 
'leader, Lorne Reznowski, 
will set the country on fire 
preaching economic reform 
and Christian morals. 
':On to victory, on to vic- 
tory," party members 
shouted in French and 
English when it was an- 
nounced he had defeated his 
only opponent, Martin Hat- 
tersley, by 356 to 115. 
Lax Miller, an Alberta 
delegate who faces 
Progressive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark in the next 
federal election in 
Yellowhea~l riding, said he 
was surprised but pleased 
with Reznowski's victory 
over Huttcrsley. 
Like many of the 
delegates/ Miller said he 
believes Reznowski s the 
man to strengthen party 
support beyond the borders 
of Quebec. The party's eight 
MPs all come from Quebec 
and none has been elected 
from outside the province 
since 1965. 
."Reznowski is a good 
Christian man," said one 
elderly French-speaking 
woman with a Reanowski 
photograph pinned next'to 
the cross on her dress. "We 
Qubcoers Can live with hi~." 
The 49-year-old University 
of Manitoba English 
professor had campaigned 
largely on promising to rid 
the cer.ntry of homosexuals, 
abortionists, euthanasia, 
sterilization and corrupt 
bankers. 
PUBLIC ENSLAVED 
The government of Prime 
Minister Trudeau was 
"s laughter ing the in- 
nocents , "  spread ing  
degeneracy and mslaving 
the public to high finance by 
allowing interest to be 
charged on leans," said 4he 
father of five. 
"It's ~oeial Credit or 
slavery, '~ 
Much of his campaign and 
victory speecbes also 
criticized the news media for 
allegedly laughing at and 
spreading lies about the 
~out  I1~ of the delegates 
at the two-day canventien 
came from Quebec and at 
the urging of the MPs, 
suppOrted Reznewski, who 
has never been elected to 
public office. He ran in the 
Manitoba riding of Prov- 
me.her in the 1~8 federal 
election but placed last on a 
slate of four. 
He will run in the Wbmipeg 
, riding of St. Boniface in the 
next election. Since 1968 the 
constituency Ires been repro- 
s~tod by Revenue Minister 
Joe Guay, who has since 
been appointed to the Senate. 
For Hattersley, a bilingual 
Edmonton lawyer, it was his 
s~md unsucoeeaful attempt 
at the party leadership. He 
was beaten by the late Andre 
Fortin at the last leadership / 
convention and once a~ln 
pledged to co-opcato with 
the new leader in spreading 
the,sodal Credit gospel. 
"It takes a real man to say 
that," a French-speaking 
delegate said of Hattersiey. 
BOWED OUT 
Phil Gaglardi, a former 
British Columbia cabinet 
minister and Pentecostal 
preacher, bowed out of the 
leadership race when his 
supporters were unable to 
fulfil Iris reauest for a plane 
named Thai crashed through 
the circus tent and ran away, 
apparently frightmed by the 
commotion following the in. 
cident. He was recaptured 
Saturday. 
Its former owner, Morf~n the elephant knocked her to 
Berry of Washington, was  the ground. 
flown in after the African ,:::::.::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:::::.-:::::::;::::::::::::: 
elephant was surrounded in :::-:I'" 
a nearby forest. :!i~. 
"She was standing thee in 
owner of the Gatini Circus 
and $1 million to use cam- Troupe, says his circus will 
puigning, " never use elephants again 
Reznowskl said he wants aftoranelephanttrainerwae 
the party's Quebec wing to gored to death in front of 600 
hold a convention to chose a spectators. 
deputy to lead Social Credit Eloise Berchtold, .42, of 
forces in that province. Woodland, Wash., was gored 
Some delegates..ira: and trampled Friday night 
mediately specmamo mat by a 6,-000-pound bull 
Gilles Canuette, MP for el,-~hant named Tesk ~vho 
Tmniscemingue and son of -  w~ later shot to dca~ by a. 
another former leader, Real 
Coouette, would be the best 
deputy. 
Caouette resigned ~ as in- 
terim leader afew weeks ago 
because be  wanted the 
leadership convention held 
closer to Quebec. He did not 
attend. 
Also absent was Rene 
Matte, the ~ for Cham- 
plain who left the party 
because of his disagreement 
with the convention site. 
Caouette's replaee~nent as 
intadm leader had been 
Charle~trthur Gauthier, an 
undertaker represontiug the 
dffmg of Roberval. 
A ording to our 
it s the 
best deal 
Teakreactedbyinstinct,"he t danger, but she knew It 
followed me right into the said. "You see, he was used was always there," Berry 
Van." to being controlled by her said. 
Berry said the attack on when she's on her feet." Berry, new retired, said he 
Ms. Berchtold probably "Once sbe fell, she no has trained 130 elephants in 
started as an accident, when. longer had the same control his career and none of them 
over him," has ever attacked a trainer 
Ms. Berchtold had worked before. 
-, ~ ~;~;~;~;~ ~;~;~;``4~:;~ ~;~;~;`.;~;~;~;~;~``;~;~;~;+.;~;~;`.;~:~`~:~:~:.+:~`:.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;.+;.+~.+;~;~;~;~;.`;~;~%`~.:.`~ ~ "l'**le°ee@°se.~eleeeee~lll*°s~l'ls ................................. e , . s*ee l@eloee l  . . . . .  %%1 
We?e 
Testdrive Honda tod  at : Gauthier had urged the 'iii two linguistic groups in ~ a 
party to lay aside all - ~ TERRACEHONDASALES i 
ferences. The Quebec and : I ' l l  4842 Hwy. 16 West i 
Westoz;n delegates appeared ~ Terrace. B,C. VaG 11.8 , 
to heed his words and did not . _  " 635-6571or 63S-432S 1~ 
criticize one another as they i HOND2~k.  Dealer kicence Number 020~6A . :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
did at a March policy con- , ' 
vention. , 
1 ............ GORDON l ANDERSON LTD. 
.ROYAL 
ALBERT 
Bone China 
SALE May ilth, 12th, ]3th 
i' 
BRIGADOON 
CHANTILLY  
HIGHLD THISTLE 
LAVENDER ROSE 
• MEMORY LANE 
SILVER MAPLE  
SWEET VIOLETS . " 
~iVAL O'OR ~:'..- . 
SALE 
$ 4.63 
3.33 ' 
3,96 
4.99' 
8.32 
3.49 
4.63 
6.83 
9.29 
18.63 
\ 
- 18.63 
22.33 • 
18.63 
27.66 
44.99 
6.99 
6.99 
6.99 
21.29 
s.96 
• 21.29 
6.99 
4.63 
t.•j 
;q  
CASH 
• NO, PHONE,~ MAIL OR C.o,D. ORDERS 
,,,; . . . .  . ,.:. ii . . : . . .~:, . .~L,~'J  . . , , ;P~ . / . . ,  , , . . . . . .  ~ .~ '  ~ .'  , ' .=  ".'.",+-" 
NOT ALL PIECES AVAILABLEIN ALL PATTERNS 
ORDERS TAKEN FOR OUT-OF-STOCK PIECES 
Tea Cup and Saucer 
Plate 16cm Actual 6" 
18cm Actual • 7" 
21cm Actual 8" 
26cm Actual 10" 
• Fruit Napp.i e 
~, Cereal 
Rim Soup 21cm Actual 8" 
Cream Soup and Stand 
Open Oval Baker 
Fruit Bowl Rnd " 
Gravy Beat and Stand 
Meat Dish 33cm Actual 13" 
Meat bash 39cm Actual 15" 
Covered Vegetable Dish 
Cream;. Lar0e Size 
Open Sugar, Large Size 
Sugar and Cream;Small Size 
Teapot 24's (Large) 
i 
,Listed 
Here/ 
4ew Business 
Not listed in our 
B.O. Tel Directory. 
TERRACE VE1 ER INARY MEDICAL CENTRE.  635-3300 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL-  635.2040 
BOYDS BODY SHOP-  635.9410 
TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES - 635.4227 
THE HOBBY HUT-  635-9393 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP- 635-2238 
GEMINI  EXCAVATING - 635.3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
Teapot Stand 
Coffee Pot 24's (Large) 
Cake Plate, Small 
Regal Tray, Small 
If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for Your customers please call 
o 
AMERICAN BEAUTY 
BLOSSOM T IME " 
BURLINGTON 
DOGWOOD 
KENTISH ROCKERY 
~,. OLD COUNTRY ROSE 
+ ~.~.TEA RQSE ., , ~ 
TRANQUILLITY ' " 
635-6357 
I ' "  
Quebec media 
control planned , 
news service, as wel l  as the 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The establishment ofbasic radio 
Parti Quebeeois government and television service across 
plans legislation to regulate the province. 
own~ship and management EYES CONTROL 
of Quebec media, working It also sets control of Bell 
copies of the province's Canada's activities in 
white paper on proposed Quebec as a provincial 
cultural reformsay, government objective, as 
• .c., Copies. ~of the. 4:~-page, wcll.,control.a.+the powers 
+/Whitel~aj~',scheduladto,he mW/boldby,TU~CRTC,.tlw:. ..... 
"q~blished,in. final ferm next .+ Canadian ~:~ Radio-televkiun • 
month, were obtained by and Telecommunications 
some newspapers and Commission.. 
television stations here And it *adds that the 
Friday. quebec government wants a 
In the chapter dealing with say in the development of in- 
communications, the paper province policies for Radio- 
says Qcebecers must have Canada, the Frmch-languge 
control over the means ox network of the CBC, and 
communication in the control of the role- 
province, c~mmuulmtiom companlsa 
As a result, it says, the that operate in Quebec. 
government is putting The white paper, prepared 
together measures dea]~, by the office of Cultural 
with the number o: Development Minister 
Quebocem to be included on CamilleLaurin, theauthor f 
thel~mr~ofcompanieewith 'the province's. French 
media fliterests, the rain- language charter, says 
lmum number of shares to be quebec will aunme 
held by Quebec interests, the responsibility for asauriug 
management of companies its citizens a "vital 
by Queheeers and the rules mlninlum" of cultural e~- 
governiug financial tran- posure. 
sactions involving the +The document adds that 
med ia . ,  the proposals contained 
The whi{e paper also wlthinitwlllbethesubJ¢ctof 
proposes etting up a Quebec public debate. 
 ttb.r 3..  
~llzz ~llakesp~are,, ~ , ,m 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon.Thur-h.me,12p,m, 
Fri.Sat-h,me-lasm, 
r.^S~D ' Reservations 
238 OITY OTR. "~UN. en.m e 
+ 
~ t  the Tudor ,p ,ntil S p.m. 
~] ..... • ......... WED.-$UN, , , 
6 a.m,-1 a.,'n, + . ;  
%p O O/r  O'- m 
PETIT POINT , • 
S ILVER BIRCH . : 
SALE SALE 
+ ' . I 
Ii S 4.99 $ 5.96 
3.82 4.16 
• 4.32 4.83 
* 4.82 5.76 
9.62 10.06 
:2.96 4.33 
4.99 5.96 
7.49 7.83 
. 9.95 10.49 
20.64 : 21.27 
I 
: 20.64 21.27 
24.60 24.97 
20.64 21.27 
30.60 31.26 
49.25 49.61 
7'65 8.99 
7.65 8.99 
7.65 8.99 
23.27 26.60 
6.62 7.29 
23.27 26.60 
7.65 8.99* 
4.99 5.82 
11.28 ~ 13.28 
11,28 
10.33 Sandwich Tray 
10.33 Twin Tray 
3.66 Sweet~ (Asstrd) .~. 3.96 4.62 
6.49 ' Salt and Pepper (Paw) 7.29 8.32 
7.96 Covered Butter Round 9.15 10.62 
19.29" Comport 21.27 25.27 
L 9.29 Marmalade Covered ' 9.95 11.65 
• 7'.96 Hostess Set, Oval 8.62 9.95 
13.99 Jog (~/uLitre) 15.28 
.2.9; gg p 3.29 3.96 
4.63 Mug ' 4.99 5.96 
21.96 3.Tier Cakb (26, 21, 16cm) 23.64 25.27 
11.66 2.Tier Cake (21, 16cm) 12.48 13.65 
I J Ne l l /d r  | Be sure t~put 10dr name In for the il0NOWAVE OVEN draw, 
l GORDON& ANDERSON LTD n 
4604.Lazelle ne II311-63"/6 
., " Store Hours: Xues to Sat, 9 a,m,.to!~30 ,m, erida 9 a,m, to 9 .m. 0L0SEB MONaAlr 
C 
,t 
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Boston lead cut by Kate Smith-inspiration to Philadelphia 
PHILADELPHIA (CP) --  seven National Hockey God Bless America had charm for. some time remainnd I-I until 11:56 of "We knew he was a good 
Kate Smith made a League semi-final series spurred the Flyers to 49 
comeback and so did against Boston Bruina. victories in past seasons, had 
Philadelphia Flyers in the nat been used as 
third game of their bestof- Smith, whose rendition of Philadelphia's good-luc~ 
Montreal stayson, top 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Montreal Canadiens finally 
played up to their potontial 
Saturday night, and the not- 
so-surprising result was a 
commanding 3-0 lead in their 
National Hockey League 
semi-final playoff series with 
Toronto Maple Leafs. 
The Canadiens, buzzing 
Toronto goaltender Mike 
Palmateer f om the opening 
face-off, scored three first- 
period goals and coasted to a 
6-1 victory and seem likely to 
dose out the Stanley Cup 
series when it resumes here 
Tuesday night. 
Montreal fired 39 shots at 
the little netminder, who had 
been outstanding in the 
playoffs o far, and got two 
goals from Guy Lafleur and 
single' goals from Steve 
Shutt, Rick Chartraw, Yven 
Lambert and Jacques Lo- 
maire. 
The Leafs, who managed 
only three real scoring op 
portunities while turning in 
their worst effort of the 
playoffs, broke Ken 
Dryden's hutout bid at 8:50 
of the second period with a 
goal by George Ferguson. 
Dryden never really was 
tested on the other 23 shots 
he faced. 
WANTED GOOD START 
"We wanted to get off to a 
good start and fcrtunatdy 
for us, we got an early power 
play and scored right away 
on it," centre Doug Jarvis 
said. "When you get up three 
goals on a team, the other 
team has to open up a bit and 
we can really start skating. 
"Once we got that quick 
lead, we were able to con- 
centrate on cutting down 
Toronto's scoring chances. 
It's tough to say what they 
will do now. We will just 
have to wait until Tuesday 
night." 
That quick lead came after 
only 1:34 of the opening with 
the Leafs Brian Glonnie in 
the penalty box. Shutt 
signalled the Toronto demise 
when he lifted a hackhander 
past Palmateer for his fifth 
goal of the playoffs. 
As the Leafs scurried 
around• trying to get 
organized, the crowd of 
16,485 sat in charaoterstic 
silence for the next 10 min- 
utes before Chartraw potted 
his first of the playoffs. 
Lambert then combined 
with Yvan Cournoyer on a 2- 
on-1 break with both Toronto 
dsfancemen caught out of 
position and only centre 
Darryl Sittlcr back to put 
Montreal up 3-0 at 17:00. 
GOAL DEFLATES LEAFb 
"Wewere fired up but they 
got that early goal on the 
power play and it knocked 
the starch out of us," 
Toronto coach Roger Neilson 
said: 
"They scored first on a 
power play, got a good 
bounce off a skate for the 
second and we were trapped 
up ice for the third. You can't 
give the Canadiens an inch-- 
and we did." 
.Ferguson then brought To- 
ronto to 3-1 but Lafleur an~ 
Lemaire scored before the 
second period ended and 
Lafieur added his second of 
the game arly in the third to 
finish it. 
The Canadieas returned to 
Montreal after the game but 
will return to Toronto 
tonight. The Leafs had 
Sunday off but will aRempt 
to regroup at Maple Leafs 
Gardens today with a light 
practice. 
Canada pulls 'come-from-behind' 
win against Sweden 
PRAGUE (CP) - -  Garry Canadians just decided to Canada plays the S0viet 
Unger is enjoying his role as turn things around. And five Union tonight and Sweden 
Team Canada's defensive 
specialist assigned to 
neutralize the top centres on 
opposing clubs at the world 
hockey championship. 
The St. Louis Blues 
veteran who stands 5-11 and 
weighs 170 pounds is teamed 
with Mike Murphy of Los 
Angeles Kings and Bob 
MacMillan of Atlan~ 
Flames on the Canadian 
checking line, 
On Saturday night, his per- 
sonal~:'~sk ~~ 'to"shaiiov/., 
PerOlOV' "Brasar " and- the' 
result was that the No. 1 
Swedish line of Brasar, 
Roland Eriksson and Mats 
Ahlberg failed to score ht 
Canada's come-from-behind 
7-5 win. 
Prior to that, Unge¢ had 
Czechoslovakian captain 
Ivan Hlinka as his charge 
and ,  although the Czechs 
won 5.0, Hlinka was blanked. 
And in Canada's 6-2 win over 
West Germany, big Erich 
Kuhnhackl was so ef- 
fectively fled up that the big 
centre hardly had a shot on 
the net. 
"Hlinka doesn't speak 
English but he got the 
message," said Urger. "He 
didn't want to have anything 
to do with me. 
"But Brasar does speak 
English so I told him 'I'm 
sorry, I've got a simple job to 
do-I've got to cut your head 
off.' He was no trouble the 
rest of the night." 
HAS NO POINTS 
Ungcr, who scored 32 goals 
in the National Hockey 
League this season, hasn't a 
point in the world cham- 
piouship. 
But he won praise from 
coach Harry Howell. "He's 
had three tough.centree in
thelast three games and he's 
won all the skirmishes. He's 
done a good, good job. 
Keeping Bresar off the score 
sheet as well as we did is 
something because ha's an 
excellent player." 
It would all have gone for 
nothing, however, if the 
Canadians hadn't recovered 
their scoring punch after 
falling behind 4-1 late in the 
second period. 
Upset with themselves he. 
cause they had gone flat and 
were playing listlessly, the 
goals in eight minutes 
against Hardy Astrom did 
just that. 
The result in that, instead 
of seeing their medal hopes 
disappear, the Canadians 
are back in the fight, tied 
with Sweden for t l~d place 
"The Czechoslovakinus, 
with a 6.0 record after 
handing the Soviet Union its 
first loss, a .6-4 beating 
meets Czechoslovakia in the 
final games of the eight- 
nation preliminary round- 
robin. Then the teams go into 
a final ronndrobia, total. 
points of the two series to 
count in the final standings. 
Tonight's Canada-Russia 
game is scheduled for 8:30 
p,m.--3:30 p,m. EDT with 
television coverage m CTV. 
• A gold medal may be a bit 
Saturday, appear to be-oa 
their way to a third su~es: ..... 
"sire @odd title unless they 
suffer a letdbwn. 
HARRY Eli)HHORST 
F.J.H. Construction 
A resident of Terrace for 
the past seven years, Harry 
Eichhorst recently started 
producing concrete products 
such as patio flag stones and 
ready mix concrete. He 
plans on expanding this 
selection to other concrete 
products. 
Philadelphia's players did, 
because she had not brought to the rousing cheers of 
them any luck. Spec .tTum faithful, but the 
"It wasn't my idea to have Boston players just stood at 
it played," said Philadelphia their behch until the in- 
coach Fred Shorn after the troductions were over. 
Flyers defeatod the Bridna 3- SHOWED OBJECTION 
• I to cut Boston's lead in the "They wanted us to line up 
series to 2-1. next to the beards and come 
The Flyers' managemeni out like football players," 
tried everything to whip the said Cherry. "We are not 
crowd of 17,077 at the going to do it. 
it's good. I think it's Super. I
don't want• to get them 
psyched up. They can in- 
troduce their own guys if 
they want to." 
The crowd was excited 
throughout the opening 
period as the Flyers and 
Brulna matched goals and 
Boston netminder Ron 
Grahame and Philadelphia's 
Bernie Parent" played Spectrum into a frenzy. They 
had introductions of each 
member of the starting 
lineup with both teams ex. 
" pected to line up on their own 
bluelines. 
THEY GOT AROUND 
The Habsburg family 
ruled Austria from 1276 to 
1918, Spain from 1516 to 1700 
and the Holy Roman Empire • 
from 1438 to 1806. 
PHEASANT81M. 
MIGRATED 
"You know when they told 
me about it? Fifteen minutes ' solidly. 
before the game they come Andre Dupont shot the 
up and told me. Flyers into a 1-0 lead with a 
"That's just to get their screened rive from the left 
crowd ps~'eh,ed, up. I think point while Dave Hoyda was 
--,. skaing in front of Grahame. 
pheasants were introduced 
in America when birds from 
eastern China.were set free 
in Oregon. 
GIVES LIVE BIRTH 
Thewater moccasin, a poi- 
sonous snake native to 
The goal came at 10: 3U and 
marked the first' time in the 
series the Flyers had been in 
the lead. Bat Boston's Brad 
Park tied the score on a 
power play at 13:42 and it 
I 
the middle session when 
Crest Kindrachuk converted 
Tom Bladon's rebound into 
his second goal of the sen~i. 
final on his second shot of the 
series 
Bill Barber then put the 
game away at 3:32 of the 
third period, cbnvertin,~ 
Bobby Clarke's pass from 
the right side of the net into 
his fifth goal of the pisyoffs. 
GRAHAME NOT BLAMED 
Thee was no reason to 
fault Grahame on any of the 
goals, in fact Cherry thought 
he had played wall. 
goaltender," Shero said. "He 
doesn't challenge as much as 
Gerry, he doesn't clear the 
puck as well. 
"But Grahame certainly 
covers his angles well. He 
may do that even better then 
Checvers." 
The victory snapped 
Boston's six.game winm.'n.g 
streak against philadelpma 
in Stanley Cup play and was 
also their first loss in seven 
games this spring after they 
swept Chicago Black Hawks 
in a four.game quarter-final 
and won the first two games 
of the semi-final against the 
swamps of the southern U.S., 
In 1881, ring-necked gives birth to live young. 
I 
EVERYONE 
NEEDS TREES 
# 
• ,z~ '7' 
TO ENJOY 
TREELA GROWING CONCERN 
" A CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION beyond Canada's reach but a 
silver ~ sty, a [~ ,  [b~,  . AND.yOuR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY,ASSOClATION 
Russians, 
' . . . ' i l  
READY MIX 
Now Ready To Serve You 
With 
- Ready Mix 
- Patio Stones 
- Sand Gravel 
- Custom Products . 
OWNER OPERATOR 
HARRY EICHHORST 
This beautiful diamond hexagon slab 
makes an attractive and long lasting patio - 
the "do-it-yourself gardener" will have fun 
building it. 
(Approx. size: 16,, x 9.1/2,, x 5,, x 2,,) 
3 EASY STEPS 
TO BUILDING A GOOD PATIO 
1. Clear area to about 4 inches deep. 
2. Put in about 2 inches coarse sand - rake 
even and roll till quite hard. 
3. Lay in your patio slabs, 
,w,. 
I = 
You can make many designs with these 
concrete slabs. 
(Approx. size'. 10" x 20" x 2") ' 
"These Beautiful Flag Stones Are 
Produced In Our Plant In Terrace 
Phone 635-3936 
Terrace, B.C. 
SANO GRAVEL & I)US OM PROeUGTS " 
Office Located In 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
PLANT LOOMED OFF KRUMB RD. 
Watch For Our Sign 
"I thought he made some 
excellent saves," said Flsers. 
Cherry. Both teams have workouts 
Shero felt the change to scheduled for today and beth 
GrahamefromChesvcrshad coaches hinted they may 
make some changes for the not damaged Boston's 
chances that gresUy, fourth game Tuesday night. 
i 
(lln Ill| GlUE VOU 
HLL THE (OmFORT$ 
OF HOME.,. 
! " 
Now you  can  go  anywhere  and st i l l  have  those  
comfor ts  o f  home.  Take  your  vacat ion  this year  
in one  o f  our  fabu lous  recreat ioda l  veh ic les .  
I t s  the  on ly  way  to  go!  
1976 FORD F260 
4X4 Pickup, 390 Va, 4 Speed, 6000 Warn winch, sure 
track front axle, extra fuel "tanks, wide tires. 
1915 TOYOTA SR 5 
4 cyl, 5 Speed 
1976 OHEV BISGAYNE WAGON 
VO, Auto.,. P.S., P.B. 
[1972 BLAZER 
Va, auto 
1074' JIMMY 4x4 
VO, 4 Speed 
1973 FORD FIO0 
Va, auto. trans. 
$6795 
$3495 
$229§ 
t~tq 
,t(~l 
$199§ 
$4696 
$3296 
1976 FORD F260.. $4896 
VO, auto. Camper Special 
LEASEPLAN 
Investigatetheadvantagesof thlsRent.to-own plan. First and Last Months rent Lets 
you drive away. (On approved credit) 
EXAMPLES 
, BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
70 FAIRMONT'SEDAN 
$125 per month 
Totalling $4572 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1H0 
or simply return 
78 GRANADA'SEDAN 
$145 per month 
Total ing $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2150 
• orslmply return 
70 ECONOLINEVAN ' 
. $156permonth 
Totalling $5616 
• LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 
or simply return 
70 FIESTA 
$123 per month 
Totalling $4392 . 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1760 
or simply return 
78 PINTO 
$110 per month 
Totalling $3960 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1600 
or simply return 
J $145per month " 
Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE , 
$2160 
or simply return ' 
78 F1504x4 ' 
$176 per month 
Totalling $6336 
• LEASE END PRICE 
$2600 
L simply return or  
70 ZEPHYR WAGON 
I $1~ per month 
Totalling $5220 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I ,.$mo 
I or simply return 
78 F250 PICKUP 
i . $156 per month 
, Totalling $5616 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I sine 
i or simply return 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd, 
4631 Keith 
636-4984 
0007274 
I! 
, , . . . .  , 
Bas  ba l l  
Yankee's advice puts Pirates steal eight 
game inhand to beat L.A. 
By .TILE ASSOCIATED Ca l i fo rn ia  de feated  By , THE AI~BOCIATBD 
~JRESS Cleveland 6.3, Minnesot~ PRESS 
Even " ~hou Re~ie . shaded Baltimore 8-7, . Pittsburgh Pirates used to 
Jackson isn t hitting game- Detr6it topped Oakland 6-0, have th:- idea that offence 
winnin~ home runs, he bass Milwaukee nipped Kansas was ~,~ting around for 
hand in them. ' City 4-3, Texas beat ~ New 'somebody tohit one over the 
The New York slugger, York g.S and Boston took two wall. 
who has a dramatic flair for from Chicago, 6-4 and 3.0.  That's changed since 
Chuck Tanner took over as breaking open games with Royala 8 Brewers 6 
the long bell, struck out Fred Patek had three hits, manager last year. The 
Sunday, but that didn't stop scored twice and doubled in Pirates stele ~0 bases in 
him from helping the the go-ahead run in Kansas 1977, 73 more than any other 
Yankees win an America City'athree-runsixth inning, maJo~leaBuebasehalltonm, 
League baseball game. ,  rallying the Royak over and shortstop Frank Ta- 
On bls way l~ack to me an- Milwaukee. [ veru led the mason with 70. 
gout, he gave some crucial And they'ro off and run- 
advice about Texas reliever Red Sox S White Sox O ~ again this season. Ti~._e~- 
Lea Barker to the next Mike Torres fashioned his swii)ed e i~t  hoses m esgnc 
batter, Chris Chambliss first completo-@me victory attempts in a 6.4 win over 
What did he say? with Boston and Jim Rice Los Angeles on Sunday, 
"He said Barker wasn't and Carl Yastrzemski hit runni~ left-hander Tommy 
throwing ~e~ hard, and his two-run home~s, leading the John ragged and pinning 
ball was straight, Chum- Red Sox over Chicago. llrotlmsoftbasoasnnonme 
bliss said. Torroz, who signed for ~.5 Dad, '  ace. 
Given that substantial million as a free agent after Omar Taverasl~ol0h=a n Moreno 
piece of Information, pitching the Yankees to the and Bill stole two 
Chamblias stralghtene~ World.S~les title last fail,' bases each and Phil Garner 
Barker:a fastbell out even allowed six hits and struck and winn~ pitcher J im.  
morn--all the way out to the out four without issuing a Rock~ added one apteee. 
bleacher wall in ri~htcentre walk. He raked his record to , Rouk~, who needed relief 
field, and the result was a 12- 4-1. KbalPt fromTekulve JimtoBibbyraise andhis 
v iand34 victory for the Twins IS Orioles 9 record to 2-1, kid the blame' 
seeover the/Ran~ers. Mike Cubba@,RodCarow for the running spree 
RETIRED U STRAIGHT and Butch Wynqar knocked dJreetiy on John. 
Chambliss hit his game. in IO runs among then as °'I ~idn't realize he had 
winni~bomer after II New Minnesota oolleeted lg hits to mch a bad move to flnt base 
York batters In a row had defeat Baltimore. Cubbage and I took advantage, o~ it, 
been retired by Dock Ellis had two sin~les, adoubleand ~dd Itooksr. "q/~e'eatohar 
andRarker, triple and knocked in four (StoveYeapr)didn'thavea 
While Barker was runs, while Carow had two 
throwlngstrtlght balk, New ainglesand a sacrifice fly for chance to throw an,vl~ly. 
ont" Yak ro~ever Rich Genesis three RBI and Wynqar had Elsewhore In the National 
had the Rangers  wound four singles and a sacrifice Learns, Montral Expos opllt 
around his sharp;breaking fly to drive in three runs. a goublehoador with Can. 
pitohce. He hurled, four in. 
of ldtless relief. Tigers 4 A's O elnnall Reds, ~ 194 
In other gamas, Kansas Mllt Wilcox pitched s five. and thou loein~ 4.1; San 
City Royals beat Milwaukee hitter while Jason Thompson Francisco Giants beat 
Brewers 6-6, Boston Red Sex and Alan Trammell blasted Chleago Cu~ ~.I;. Phsa- 
stoppedChicago~ito.Sox~ home runs to lead Detroit delph|a Phlilies defeatoc 
0, Minnesota Twins wmppea ever Oakland., New York Mets 64, and St, 
Baltimore Orioles 15-9, Angels.IS Indians 3 Lot~ Card l~ beat San 
DetroitTigerobeatcakleud . Ran Jackson had four Dle~oPadr~&4.H.omtonat 
A'o 4-0, California Angels sln~les and drove in fo~ Atlanta wall rame~ our, 
whipped Cleveland In.diane .run=..and ,.Don ._B=ylor. On Saturday, Pltisbursh third in a row and ninth in 
topped Toronto Blue ~ays 9- dghth .home run anct ~LI~,. " - - - " - ' - - - - ' - - - - "  ;7-  19.blt New York attach, 
7. three stniPes to pace a az-m! Frandsco beat Chicago ~.1, Cerdinais S Pndroo 4 
On Saturday, Seattle attack as CalifOrnia buried phsadalpi~ahoatthsMets7- Garry Templeton's two. 
blanked Toronto 9.0, Cleveland. =, &tlanfa defeated Houston run single eaPl~nd a four.run 
1.0and~LLouisblankndSan fifth innin~ tl~t carried the 
Lauda t .akes second Ezpoe 19.l Reds b4 . BobForech raised hts record 
OWS ' r~ord~°ntrealby scoringtied al2 eluoru== ~ts.e-z.,i~opby "acat~ingharnessel~ht after tzre bl 
MO Z C^R O - led the ,lrst half race S . - . - -  Shorts MO iC U ,..Y. (cP) 
Before .the Moeace Grand while Depelllcr played his waitl~ game and Lauds ran RACE POSTPONF, D --  Kevin Holmee of New Prlx. tum owner Xen,Tyrell 
me hn~ bot~ o# ~tr i~n 
Nl~i Lauda~'wilt/PJMft rd  
put the same amount on my 
man, Patrick Depalller." 
Depniller won the race 
Sunday and Lauds made a 
fantastic recovery from a pit 
stop to place second'. 
At 33, and after a strin~ of 
second places in 68 Formula 
I champiomhip races, 
Frenchman scored his first 
victory and took the lead in 
the 1978 world championship 
title race. 
Tyrrell's pre-raee in. 
structious had been: "Don't 
worry about .Carlos' 
Rontemane atthe start; he'll 
make a mistake. Don't push 
thircL 
REMAINED COOL 
Depailler stayed cool until stock ear race was pat.  
i~lhvay thrash the 75 laps wried Sunday for one week 
around the streets of Monte because of rain. Officials 
Carlo. Watson's brakes the Alabama International 
faded as he slowed for the Motor Speedway .said the 
harhor.slde chicane and he race would be held May 14 
spun into the escape road, starting at 12 p.m. EDT. All 
lettingDepailler throughand qualifyin~ positions will be 
ending a ttght three-car retained. Cole Yarboroqlh 
chase, of Sardis, S.C., has the pole 
Meanwhile, Lauds, who with 191.904 miles an hour. 
had lest second place with a Mariners 9 Blue Jays ? 
puncture, restarted sixt| Bruce Borhte's t~oout, 
'and fought back in one of the tworun triple broke a 5-5 tie 
great drives of his .ca~.r..He la the ~l~hth innin~ and Lean 
made up'two secon~ a lap Roberts followed with a two- 
on Gilles Villeneuve of run homer that ~ave him a 
a~ainst Cincinnati in the 
.o~er, the most rims by any 
i~.am in any game this 
, season. It was Cincinnati's 
worst defeat in 10 years. 
Montreal pounded four 
Cincinnati pitchers for 20 
hits l~ the 6peaer, indudin8 
home runs by Andre 
Dawson, Ellis Valentine and 
Tony Peroz. 
In the s.econd game, an 
error by third baseman 
Larry Parrish on a double 
steal attempt in the sixth 
gave Cincinnati two 
runs and ~lealt Ross Gilm- 
slay his first loss after five 
victories. 
With the score tied =-2 in 
the sixth, ~elmlat l  bad 
runners at first, and third 
when Junior Kennedy .broke 
towards second and Dave 
Concepcion edged off ..t~rd. 
Cat:h~ Gary Carter mrew 
to third to try to nat Con- 
cepelon, but the bell gotby 
Parrish and w~t  into l~t 
field, allowin~ both runners 
to scer~. 
Cincinnati's Pete Rose, 
who reached the 3,000-hit 
milestone on Friday, sat out 
the second game because of 
a stomach d~ordar, ending a
• dub.rscerd streak of m 
consecutive games, the 
longest of any active major 
lsa~er. 
Giants | Cubs 1 
Vida Bins won ~ fourth 
same in a row for the Giants 
after losing his season 
openor. He pltohod no-hit 
ball for ~ ~ anu 
allowed four hits befor~ 
being lifted in the ninth, 
Phllu 8 MetJ S 
Greg Luslnakl hit two 
home runs and drove in four 
runs and Bob Boone and 
Rkhie Hebner hit one h~nor 
each ae the Phillies wm their 
TALLADEGA, Afa. (AP)  Zealand~wound up'f1 
- -  The MISO,O00 ninth annual ' Sunday in tbeharnses rac 
~Vimton ~0 Grand National driven' world champ/one 
the Brabhams; they'll have 
trouble. Keep cool." 
Reuteman~ the Argentine 
pole-sitter in his Ferrari, 
started badly and got 
bumped by Lauda's 
Brabham in the scramble 
into the first turn, punc- 
turing a tire and going out of 
contention. He drove his own 
mighty race from lath to 
eight place, but it was little 
consolation. 
Briton John Watson, 
driving the Other Brabham, 
Rerthelrvllle, Que., in the 
second FerraH,.poasing him 
just before Vflleneuve 
dropped out after a blowput. 
Landa went on to catch 
South. African Jody 
Scheckter, who had gearbox 
troubles, passing him just 
three laps from the end to 
take second. 
Depailler now has 23 title 
points, leading Reutena . nn 
and Marlo .Andrettl oz me 
United States, tied at 18, and 
Lauda, who has 16. 
at Monticello Raceway. 
Holmes got his 10th victory 
in the 47.race series which 
was held at 10 North 
American tracks, ineludin~ 
Toronto 's  Greenwood 
Raceway. 
Holmes had 333 paints, 
whlleFinland's Pekka Korpi 
had 298. Herve FaUgh of 
Ange~s, que., the world's 
leading career race winner 
and an at-large ntry in the 
tournament; was third with 
335 from two wins and two 
seconds Sunday. 
Joe Hudon of Lorette, 
club-record six RBI as Man., was fourth "with 28~ 
Seattle downed Toronto. -- points. 
i s  
The Northern 
gardener 
by Dave Havard 
'HE BIG MOVE - A LITTLE JOB WITH LITTLE CARE, 
Moving a young plant from the balmy protected Interior of 
a greenhouse, or other cover, to the harshness of outside, 
.cool, or even frosty spring nights, Is a drastic change. 
The fact is, a plant never fullyrecovers from such a jolt, if 
In fact it recovers at all.' But If such changeover is made 
gradually, the plant adjust and when finally transplanted, 
suffers very little, and make speedy recovery to normal 
growth. 
The plant becomes climatlzed to the new conditions and the 
combination of cooler temperatures and Iowei'ed water in- 
take triggers a build up Of plant carbohydrateswhich enables 
It to bounce back with new root growth when It iS moved. 
The gra.dual changeover can be accomplished by starting 
to open ventilators, or other closures In e greenhouse or cold 
frame, little more every day until evenutelly they are left 
open all day and ~11 nlght, such that Inside and outside 
temperatures are almost the same. 
At the same time, watering Is gradually reduced, until at 
last It is stopped altogether during the last few days prior to 
transplanting. 
Plants differ in their tolerance to moving. Some like 
cabbage, brussels sprouts, cauliflower, tomato and broccoli 
suffer very Ilffie from the inevitable ren~oval of root hairs 
that occurs in moving. 
If you ever thin dlrectseeded cabbage with e how, you'll 
find them starting to grow again belween your rows, where 
the hob drags them. They're that toughl That woul'd never 
happen with bean, corn or cucumber plants. They just won't 
tolerate any sort of upheaval, and that Is'why ti-ansplants of 
these should be babied. 
Start them In peat pots, Jiffy 7's, or some kind of container 
hat can be moved, Intact, directly into their final garden 
)lace.. 
Compliments of: 
UR IIB IIURSEllY 
Ka lum Lake  Dr ive  
635 '2603 
/ 
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Winnr ] R d 'ou t di g" e eeor  se t te r  ' t s  an  n • 
• J BURNABY, B.C. (C,P) -- l~inrvin Nash of Toronto John Saxon of the Trail 
I John Beers won the out- International beat Van- Track Club won the ram's 
VANCOUVER (CP) --Vie I standing athlete award at conver's Zvonko Stankevic, 3,000-metre steeplechase, 
a student at then came back to score a Uncial has ended his five- the Vancouver Relays ~ack Spokane 
year career as BHtish meet Saturday, setting one Community College, in the convincing win in the 5,000 
Co lumbia 's  vol leybal l  of four meet records with a • men's 100 metres. Nash's metres, 
development co.ordinator 2.is-metre leap in the high time was 10.6 seconds. Seattle Pacific topped the 
Cheryl Noble of Victoria won women's tanding, running 
for a job as an account |~o  of the other' three the women's 100. up 109 points. Vancouver 
executive in the~ sales department of a Victoria records were in track events Patty Loverock of Van- Olympic was second with 66 
radio station, as hot ~un. caused a slow ' couver Olympic defeated while Calgary Spartans 
Undal's resignation May I track and slow times at teammates Joyes came thirdwith 64. In men's 
came only a day after B.C. Swangard Stadium. Yakubowich and Margo compet i t ion,  Spokane 
became the first province to "When the track gets as Howe in the women's 200, Community Colle@ was tops 
win both men's and womm's slow as this, times really then combined with them with U7½ followed by Uni- 
titles at the Canadian s;enior slow down," said meet and Judy Tobacco to set the varsity of Idaho with 92 and 
volleyball championships, orpniz~ Bob Hailam. "The record in the 4x200. Vancouver Olympic with 81. 
His resignation stemmed' only people who have ~a 
from a March 17 meeting chance of setting meet I 
with Recr,eation Minister records are in field events." 
Sam Bawl/, in which The host Vancouver I proposals were discussed for 01ypmi¢ Club women's relay 
changing the funding at team set both track records, 
Lindal and six other provin- winning the 4x400-metre and 
niol ' development, co- 4x200-metre lays. 
ordin~tors. Loroa Griffins of Seattle 
The coordinators' Salaries Pacific University broke the 
t'ecord she set last year in. have been paid out of the 
interest drawn from a W the discus with a 51.64-metre 
nillion B.C. fitness and ituss. 
euateor sport . fund 
,tablished about 10 y . rs  The other co , r~ter ,  WITH 
ago. are John Olsen, basketball; 
Bob Ahrens, Bawlf'a Jim Richardson, ,sneer; A NEW KITOHEN 
associate deputy minister. Wayne Norton, baseball; FROM 
rays the position was Irene MacDonald, diving; 
3~llna..lly conceived as a Dave Andrswn, Ice hockey; 
• a., . .  Hales Cabinet & allowed to drift with between and field. 
t37,000 and ssg,000-a-year J ,o  , ,=  Millwork Ltd. 
each coordinator, othor nix sports have met to 
" IAndal had a ~,000-a-year formulato a Joint respmsn to GENERAL 
_ .ov. . . . .  MIL W0"K 
. , n Of Crm~r~r~lp"  
Keyllna Wood & Western Glass Windows 
' No Job Too largeOr Too Smell 
Fres Estimates- Our Office Or in Your Home 
'¥E NOVEl) 
4842 Hwy. 15 West Terrace, B.C. V80 1L8 , 
635.6571 or 635.4325' " m 
. Dasler LlcencaNumbar0'066A ROE ,o 636 64M 
Te ddvea Hondatoday. = . . . . . . . .  
CANUCK 
'A  CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUCK 
R'ENTAL 
,Crew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
t 
/ 
/2 Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
oontaot Terraoe Agent: 
- -  / 
{!  
Jim ,McEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 
Dealer Lloenoe Number 14921 Terraoe B.C, 
~t 
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Prinoe Rupert annual sanotioned swim meet Del ta  King Days 
by ScottBrowoo McManus commented, "It in PRupert hecauee 25 of the the Amatuer Swim club. 
About 140 ~i~mmers met 
at the Prince Rupert 
Swimming .~oel 
Saturday and Sunday. to 
comvete in the Prince 
Rupert Amateur Swim Club 
CASA sanctioned swim 
meet. 
The teams finished in 
order of numbers. Prince 
Rupert had the largest team 
with 45 athletes - they also 
won the meet with 596.5 
points. 
The Terrace Blueback 
swim club pulled second 
place with 384.5 points and 40 
swimmers. At 230 points the 
Kitimat Marlin swim club 
put their 29 swimmers to 
task and gained 230 points 
for third place. 
The two remaining teams 
in the competition were 
Masset Eagles and Tasu who 
finished at 131 and If0 points, 
respectively. 
Referee at the meet Gerry 
was really good to sea the 
small clubs doing such an 
ex~ellent job." The clubs he 
refers to are biaasett and 
Tasu. 
Still in their adolescent 
stage of growth the teams 
have placed well in every 
regional meet at which they 
have competed for the lust 
few months of the season.. 
One outstanding swimmer, 
Cheryl Bennett, of Massett's 
EavEagles, has placed in the 
silver to gold category for 
the last two of regional 
meets. 
In Terrace', not more than 
a month ago, Cheryl won a 
silver in the 9 and 10 year old 
girls. She did the same in 
Prince Rupert last weekend. 
The Marlins of Kitimat 
have bean known throughout 
the region to be one of the 
strongest clubs- the one 
others attempt to beat. The 
club had only 29 swimmers 
club's top swimmers were 
competing in Ketchikan 
Alaska at the state cham- 
pionshipe. 
At the end of the Rupert 
meet the individual 
aggregated went to sevea 
Prince Rupert swimmers 
and . three Terrace 
Bluebacks. 
Tammy Jackson of Rupert 
won the gold in the eight and 
under girls with Blueback 
Kathy I-Iighe taking the 
silver. The boys' gold went 
to Brian Romanouw of 
Terrace. Chris Engen of 
the Marlins took the silver. 
In the 9 and 10 age group 
Jodi Palmer and Scott 
PattorsoU won the gold with 
Cheryl Bennett and Brian 
Sander taking the silver. 
Palmer and Pattersoll are of 
Bennett is of the Eagles and 
Sander is from Tuu. 
Winning gold went to 
Lorraine Much of Rupert 
and Trevor Weick also of 
Rupert in the I t  and 12 girls 
and boys, respectively. 
In the 13 and 14 age group 
Ties Gri/y of Rupert and 
Trent Martin of Terrace took 
the Gold. 
The final age group was 
the 15 to 19'a with Anne. 
Marie Dolan of Rupert and 
Ty Martin of Terrace taking 
the golds. 
Sp~.taturs were not overly 
abundant but they did. seem 
to spur some of the ~ew of 
swimmers on 'the victow. 
"A lot of good swimming and 
competition was shown at 
the meet,!' commented one' 
observer. 
fes " al begins 
Delta King Days, Kitimat's annual celebration ofthe days 
when the paddle wheeler Delta King was home to hundreds of
construction wo~a,  bega~ Sa~i~day. ' And, according to 
The purchase of a Delta King Days button for one dollar 
will get' you into most of the following events: 
May 6-22 FISHING DERBY 
Sp.onsored by Custom Sports and M.K. Bay Marina. 
Prizes to be awarded at Casino, May 22 
May 14 COFFEE HOUSE 
Red and Gun Club, 7:30 pro. Sponsored by C.H. Associates. 
May 17 AQUATIC DISPLAY 
Sam Lindsay Pool; 7:00 - 9:00 pm 
May 19 YOUTH DANCE 
lVIF_,SS, 8:30 pm - 12:30 am. Music by Windjammer, $3.00 
single, $5.00 couple. Sponsored by Kitimat Youth Coundil, 
C.H. Associates, MESS. 
May 20 ALCAN MINI-MARATHON 
Kiwanis spokesman Gary Conrad, the festivities planned for 
1978's Delta King revellers are among the spashlest ever. 
DELTA KING CASINO 
Kitimat Arena. 1:00 - 5:00 pro. Bingo, games of chance, 
concession, fortune teller, presentation of fishing derby 
prizes. 
Youth Council hovercraft draw, T.shirt booth, Sponsored by 
Kiwanis. Complimest of The Ingot. 
DELTA FEST 
Kitimat Arena, 9:00 pm- 1:00 am. Music by Windjammer. 
$4.00 each. Sponsored by C.H. Associates. 
SILVER ANNIVERSARY BALL 
• Riverlodge, $30.G0 couple. 7:00 pm - receiving line, cocktails. 
8:00 pm- steak dinner, 9:00 pm - dance and show by the 
Fabulous Note-Abloo. Sponsored by Kiwanis. 
9:00 a~, Plant Tour Building. Sponsored by Alcan May 22 CASINO PANCAKE BREAKFAST 
:;:. :_.:;:;:::; :.: ;:; :;:;: .:.:. :.:;: ;..; :;: :. :;:= :::. :;: ~ :;: ;:: ~....~e...::::::::::: :::: ..;::..;:; :.:;:. :.:.:.::;: ~ .....::: :;:;:;:. :.:.:.:.:::::-.::::::::::: :;: ; ;:;:; :;:; :.:;:.:.:;: . .:. :.:. :.: ;:~ :':;: ;:;:':; :; :; :; :':;:;:::;" :~::::: ; ':; ":;: ;:;: 
PARIICIPATE IN CANADA'S 
I " 
TAX CREDIT PROGRAM 
/ 
,4:" 
Green says 
"Petes' * 
-overcame fatigue, 
• ,~y sco'|' l '  AUlto'rr 
SUDBURY, Ont. (CP) - -A  
lot of desire overcame 
physical fatigue to carry 
Petorborough Petes to a 7-2 
conquest of New West- 
minster Bruius in Memorial 
Cup piny Sunday, said Pctea 
coach Gary Green. 
"Our guys weren't full of 
desire yesterday," said 
Green, referring to a 5-2 loss 
to TroisRivieroo Draveurs in 
the opening game at Sault 
Ste. Marie on Saturday 
night, "but they were up 
today." 
Mike Meeker and Bill 
Gardner scored two goals 
each for the Petea, cham- 
pions of the Ontario Major 
Junior Hockey League, and 
Tim Trimper scored one goal 
and assisted on three others 
in the convincing victory 
over New Westminster, 
defending champions from 
the Western Canada Hockey 
League. 
Kelth Crowder and Steve 
Larmer had Peterborough's 
other goals, while Larry 
Mclnyk and Doug Derkson 
scored for the Bruins, a big 
club with the reputation of 
being aggressive but who 
were beaten to the puck 
consistently. 
"I had quite a lot of con- 
fideace coming into this 
game today," Green said. 
"The mental attitude was 
much bettor today. The thing 
I was moot concerned about 
was the physical drain" 
TOOK A BUS 
That drain resulted from a 
seven-game Ontario final. 
against Hamilton .Fincups 
that ended .last Wednesday 
night, a first.night game 
against the swift-skating 
Trois.Rivieres club from the 
Quebec Major Junior 
Hockey League and a three- 
hour overnight bus trip here 
after the game. 
A less would have almost 
ended Peterborough's.  
chances in the double round- 
robin affair in which the top 
two'teams advance to the 
championship game next 
Saturday at the Sudbury 
Arena. 
But the Pet, s showed their 
mettle by coming out and 
taking the piny away from 
the well-rested Bruins. 
"Naturally we wanted to 
capitalize early," said 
Green, a 2S-year-old general 
manager-coach who is a 
protege of coach Roger 
Neilson of the National 
Hockey League's Toronto 
Maple Leafs. 
"We never expected to get 
that kind of a lead," Green 
noted of a 4.0 first-period ad- 
'vantage. 
Crowder opened the 
scoring on  a power-play 
effort at 5:53 
• , , ,  I I I I  
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
76 F 250 pickup 
S'~49.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,175.00 
or simply return 
70 Cemaro HT 
S139.00 per-month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
70 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return 
70 Ecoonllne Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,W5.00 
,or s!ml~ly return 
;S Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,625.00 
or simply return 
78 1=.150 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,27S.00 
or simply return 
i 
78 C 100 Chev p u 
S139.00 per montii 
lea~e end price 
S1,875.00 
or simply return 
70 Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply ,'eturn 
78 Olds Cutlass 
S!39.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
i 
he Government of
Canada has introduced 
• the Employment Tax Credit 
Program to.stimulate mployment 
in the private sector by providing 
a tax rebate for business. Here's how 
it Works. 
1. If an employer 
expands his normal 
work force by hiring an 
unemplbyed person 
• through a Canada 
Manpower Centre/ 
Canada Employment 
Centre, and the job 
• has been crea~d as 
a direct result Of 
the Employmen t 
Tax Credit Program, 
the business is 
eligible toclaim the 
tax rebate. 
2. Almost any 
business that's been in 
operation for more 
than one year is eligible. 
3. The rebate is calculated at 
$1.50, $1.75 or $2.00 per hour. 
This rate is determined by the geo- 
graphic area of Canada in which 
the new employee will be working. 
4. The rebate is deductible 
from federal income taxes payable 
but must be added to the 
HOW'HI 
!10 MORE 
BUSINESS 
AHB PAY 
v ~  "" ~" b~ taxable _____~~ Lsiness's 
income. Unused 
amounts may be carried forward for 
• up to five years. 
5. A claim may be made for up to 
40 hours work a week for each 
new employee for a period of up to 
nine months. 
6. Each new job 
must be fuU-time. Nor- 
maUy no less than 
35 hours a week.And 
that's it, essentially. 
The program has 
been designed 
to work with a mini- 
mum of red tape. 
All employers hould 
by now have re- 
ceive.d abooklet hat 
gives all the details 
of the program. If it 
T A X  has not been 
L E S S  received, employers should contact a 
[] local Canada Man- 
power Centre/Canada Employment 
Centre. 
The Employment Tax Credit 
Program. It's ready to go to work for 
Canada.And for you. 
~j~ Employment  and Emplol et  I 'W Immigrat ion Canada Immigration Canada 
Bud Cul len, Minister Bud Cullen, Mlnlstre 
'. I 
t I 
/ 
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Son of Sam pleads, guilty e]bec kidnapper escapes prison 
NEW YORK (AP) - David 
Berkowitz pleaded guilty 
today to the shooting death of 
20-year-uld Stacy Meskowitz 
last July 31 in the sixth and 
final murder attributed to 
the "Son of Sam" killer, 
" I t  was wrong," the 
pudgy, 24-year-old former 
postal clerk from + Yonkers, 
N.Y.. told Judge Joseph 
Cursu in Brookiy Supreme 
Court as he entered the plea 
in the killing of Miss 
. Mnskowitz and wounding of 
her first.time date, Robert 
Violanto. 
It was not immediately 
known whether he will follow 
through with his plan to 
plead guilty in today's court 
session to the five other Son 
of Sam killings. 
Berkowitz stood before 
Curse and answered a long 
series of questions designed 
to see wheter he understood 
the consequences of his plea. 
"Do you know the penalty 
for first-degree murder?" 
Corse asked. 
"Twenty-five yearn to 
l ife," Berko(vitz answered in' 
a clear, firm voice. 
Corse set sentencing for 
Barkowitz in the Meskowitz 
ease for May 22 and declared 
a recess before continuing 
with the court proceeding. 
Having been ruled com- 
petent o stand trial twice- 
last October and "again in 
April-Berkowitz had a legal 
right to over.rule his lawyers 
and change his plea from 
innocent by reason of in- 
sanity to guilty. 
His lawyers and members 
of his family have noted 
frequently his instability, as 
have some of the 
psychiatrists who examined 
him since his arrest last 
AUgust. 
Berkowitz was accused of 
killing six persons had 
wonndi'ug seven others with 
a .44.calibre volver. Son of 
Sam was the name the killer 
adopted in signed letters to 
the vreas and police. 
I~st year, the defendant 
demanded a trial so he could 
warn the world about the' 
demons and promised, he 
would "have a lot to say." 
Berkowitz also has said he 
wanted to plead guilty to add 
credibility to his warnings 
about he demons. On tape 
recordings played at 
Ethiopian air war 
disrupts daily life 
v 
are flown by pilots from 
MANDEFERA, Eritrea Cuba and the leftist ~rab 
(AP)  - -  The Ethiopian state of Yemen. 
government~ is carrying out a During the two weeks this 
relentless daytime air war .reporter " - and AP 
aga ins t  secess ion is t  photographerClandioLuffoli 
guerrillas inEri~rea, forcing toured areas controlled by 
many civilians to go about the Liberation Front, known 
thdr tasks in the darkness of as the ELF, we saw the ef- 
night. Classes . for fecte of Ethiopian air power 
schoolchildren beginat dusk. on life inside Eritrea. 
Leaders of the Eritrean From a military point of 
Liberation Front (ELF) say view, the planes allow the 
the eircraft--U.S.-made F-5 Ethiopians to soften 
Freedom Fighters and guerrilla positions in hot 
Soviet.supplied MiG-2fs-- lighting areas, to maintain 
• some military presence in 
Oil spill covers 
Engl ish beach 
GREAT YARMOUTH, beached four miles from the 
England (AP) - -  Thick nil fishing part of Great Yar- 
from a wrecked Greek mouth, had leaked an 
tanker washed ashore today estimated 294,000 gallons of 
on oneof  England's most oil. 
papular beaches before tugs An overnight wind shift 
could disperse the slick at began washing off ashore 
sea. 
The oil drifted onto eight before tugs could approach 
Idlometrca of coast between to train a detergent spray on 
the villages of Corton and it, but the tugs today were 
spraying the oil still at sea. A 
Hopton-anSea. ' giant mechanical shovel was 
The 18,87~-ton tanker Eleni building a sand ,rampart at 
V was cut in two Saturday 
when i t  collidnd with the  Curtou to keep additional oil 
French ore carrier Roseiine off the beach. ' 
PARIS (CP)  - -  Jacques 
Mesrine, who quit ar- 
Berkowitz's first com-. chiteeture to embark on a 
petency hearing, the suspect life of crime that included 
was heard telling a the abduction of a ~uebec 
psychiatrist that he corn- industrialist and the alleged 
milled the killings to satisfy murder of two game war- 
the desires of blood.thirsty dens in that province, 
demons that continually escaped from a Paris prison 
haunted him. today.. 
Officials said M~srine, 43, 
serving two 20-year prison 
terms in France, and two 
other prisoners escaped by 
. climbing over the wall of La 
Santa prison', in central 
Paris. 
Police fired on the three 
men, killing one of Mesrine's 
companions, but the other 
distant areas controlled by- two men escaped in a 
the rebels and to prevent waiting Carp officials said. 
movement of troops and The three prisoners were 
mater ie l -dur ing  the day armed with pistols, officials 
when every truck oh the road said. It was not known how 
is a ta rget . ,  i they obtained the guns. 
DEATH FOR CIVILIANS During a previous escape 
For civilians, the planes 
are a source of death and 
terror that keep life in the 
cities and villages f rom 
returning to normal. 
Eritresn rebels have been 
fighting for independence 
since Ethiopia nnexed their 
homeland in 1962. Victories 
in the last two years have 
brought the ELF and the 
Eritrean People's Liberation 
Front control o f  the entire 
countryside and all but'a few 
of the major cities. 
from a Paris courtroom in 
1973, Mesrine fled* with a 
pistol eft in a washroom by 
an accomplice. 
serviug a term for ahuction 
Suspect 
arresl,., d 
Eritrea, a ll5,000-square- 
kilometre area, with a 
population of three million, 
provides Ethiopia .its only 
access.to the sea and is a 
strategic spot in the Horn of 
Africa for control of oil 
traffic through the Red Sea. 
Now that Ethiopia has suc- 
ceeded, with Cuban and Rus- 
sian help, in chasing Somali 
troops from the contested 
area of the 0gaden in the 
southeast, the northern 
province of Eritrea has 
become the focus of activity. 
Backing the ground troops 
are F.Ss left over from the 
late Emperor Halle 
Selnssie's era when Ethiopia 
BEIRUT (AP) - -  
Lebanese military 
authorities have arrested a
Palestinian guerrilla on 
suspicion of plotting with a 
Swiss woman to blow up a 
Middle East Airlines plane 
last week, a military 
prosecutor said today. 
.The woman, identified as 
Nanni Albonieo, ~.3, was 
apprehended last Friday 'at 
• Beirut International Airport 
as  she was about o board a 
jet for Zurich with a time 
bomb in her handbag. The 
bomb was set to go off three 
hours later, officials said. 
of the Quebec industrialist. It 
was during this .stretch of 
freedom that the two game 
wardens were killed, al-, 
legedly while trying' to 
capture Mesrine. 
WROTE BOOK 
Mesrine is a graduate in 
architecture. While serving 
his latest prison term, he 
wrote an .autobiography, 
L'lnstinct de la Mort (In- 
stinct for Death), which was 
published last year. 
Mesrine was in the Paris 
prison serving sentences for 
convictions on charges of at- 
tempted murder, armed rob- 
bery and kidnapping in 
France. 
In September, 1972, two 
Quebec game wardens, 
Ernest Saint-Pie:re, 52, and 
Medcric Cote, 02, were found 
shot to death in the woods 
near St. Louis de Blandford, 
100 kilometres outheast of 
Quebec City. 
Jean.Paul Merrier of Mou- 
treal was found guilty of the 
crime and Mesrine was 
charged in absentia. Mercier 
was shot and killed in 1974 
after he escaped from prison 
and exchanged fire with 
police during an attempted 
bank robbery in Montreal. 
ESCAPES FROM JAIL 
• Mesrine had been serving 
a 10-year,prison sentence in 
Montreal for kidnapping 
crippled industrialist George 
Deslauriers, when he 
escaped in August' 1972. He 
was alleged to" have par- 
ticipated inthe murder of the 
game wardens when they 
tried to capture him. 
Mesrine was then reported 
to have fled through the 
United States and South 
America before returning to 
France in 1973, only to he 
arrested in Paris following a 
cafe brawl. 
He was sentenced to 20 
years for a series of crimes 
in France for which he was 
arrested in March 1973. 
During the 1973 court 
hearings, he escaped, taking 
a judge with him as hostage. 
The judge was released 
unharmed, but a policeman 
was shot and wounded in a 
gun battle before Mearine 
made his getaway. He was 
recaptured in September 
1973,  
The SPECIAL  edit ion 
YAMAHAS " 
I 
XS650-SE 
XS400-E  
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid 
size frame. The customized style and See the Special Edition 
low seat height will make this model the most popular in !ts crass. $1pT~e  Yamahas today/ 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
Ta l~1~'n¢:~ in a North Sea f+ nlx miles The spil leame less than was a prineipal African ally IladlO 
JL ~.e~k.g3L~ off the.English coast. There two .months a f te r  _ the of the United States and " . 
• - -  were no injuries, supertanker Amoco uamz MiG-21s that have been 
-M1 Jr '~l" The tanker's tern section, ran ugr~und off northwest 'imported since the new 
J L I IU IL  containing most of its 5.7 France, brcke up and spread militsry regimeprodaimed Jrhlek 
million-gallon cargo, waz 64.7 million gallons of oil on itself revolutionary socialist. 
HOUSTON. Tex (AP) '- being towed to Rotterdam, the Brittany beaches in the 
Police kept watoh on a tense the NetSerlands. The bow, world's worst oil spill. ATTACK FEARED ELF military leaders told ~ ~"~I 
narth.side area teday after , us they estimate 4,000 Cuban ~ ~ k  
thousanns, of Mexican- A = 1 • 1 • 1 • troops, 35,000 Ethiopians and 
Americans rioted when Z]~ 11 GII" IPG I 1~1i  ! '111411114~" I00 Russian-built'T-54 tanks 
police tried to break up a .~ L I ,4L ,OS,  J .  I . I J J . l , I ,  =.m..m.l.4-" = J -~ are massed south • of 
fight at a fiesta in a park. "., - Eritren's border, poised for 
;aarkeSt secret ++++ + + + + + +  + + , + +  . +  .fired, looting and arson in a' airstrips in neighboring 
10-block area during a six. Tigre province are being ex- 
hour period. Fifteen per- CANBERRA (Reuter) - -  those in judicial positions at panded for intensified a i r  ~ J~JB~ 
sons, including two The Australian government the time, strikes. • 
juveniles, were arreste, was under pressure today to He asked how the34 were  Most of the estimated Sale prices In effect lrOHI MaY 8 li 13,197e.L~ ~. 
authorities sold. release details Of secret defended and if they had 15,000 ELF troops are 
One policeman suffered a hangings of 34 Papua New understood the charges,,and concentrated in the area . + ' - -  141  
broken leg when he was hit Guinea tribesmen accused of said the death sentences had between the border "and  ~ ~J~a._ '~ '~, .~ ' i  Micro-Mini 
Calculator 
Reg. 38.95 
/ I RadioShack's EC-222modei,s 
~ I .h1,,.~wo,,h ....... .ooi be able 1o part h rn She will 
love using IhJ$ elegan~ t.CD 
calcul5lot during shopping 
ps Or at home Elghl.dlgll 
capac i ty  w i lh  over l low 
indlcalor Fou~ funcbOnS and 
percent key With ,~J,hour 
battery, sliD-on and oreseola- 
lion cases,2+3/0 x 1.314 x it2". ~,FJU~Hr~FJ 
' -~  65-612 
Give her a gift she'll 
love - and save l  I--~E~usr~-I 
System Inclu(~es . 
Rl|lltll¢ 8TA-70 AMIFM stereo tAB.S0 B|it.~frlve changes. Has I~NO OPTIMU$'.lO ~mlUl~. A 
~I~S4VM: A beautiful new Unll the same dl,ve ~ystem usud in S+lphlStlCat ~ deS,onlhal make~ 
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lets input and OUlpul Rugged molded case 
With SV bltlltY and earphone 12.161 
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i~'OIUlIUII IIIIUrGUIII 
• An in(footloutdoor intercom thllS tOBit Iol lecmstlonal vehicles+ 
campers, at home O¢ the off,co peDendab/e, verMh~e umts ~eed 
• no elec r,cily so  you can *n~lall them a nywhole For (JL'SklOp or  
wall mount ing Co~$ with 66 Ut connechn0 wire and 9V batrl,+, 
43-221 
14 '5  
[- '-~EAZ.ISt~r" ] 
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Walkie-Talkie 
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RADIO SHACK'S POLICY 
ON ADVERTISINO ITEMS 
TOTEM T,V, 
CENTRE LTD, 
460"/Lakelse Avenue 
635-H10 636-3144 
by a car. Two television 
crew mesnbere were stabbed. 
as the tried to film an attack 
on an ambniance rew. They 
were ' in  hospital in 
satisfactory condition. A 
police carand ~ television 
vehicle were burned and 
police said several other 
automobiles were over- 
turned. 
The initial outbreak oo- 
cuffed as police sought to 
stop a fight in Moody Park., 
which is located in a 
predominantly Mexican- 
American community. 
collaborating with the ne~,er been referred for 
Japanese in the Second confirmation to 'the then- 
World War. Labor government. 
The 1943 exeoutio~ were Papua New Guinea, made 
codh'med by Sir Edmund independent three years ago, 
Herring, wartime corn- was an Australlan-ruled 
mender of the let Australian territory when invaded by 
Army, after opposition Japan in the war. 
Labor MP Barry Jones Sir Edmund said: "We did 
termed the episode "the give them a fair go. We did 
darkest secret in modern see that their courts.martial 
Australian history." were properly conducted-- 
Speaking in Parliament, but we did have to make 
Jones suggested that offldal certain that it was clear that 
documents on the hangings if these people did try to.. 
have been removed to carry en this sort of thing, 
protecta, the reputations of . they were for it." 
off 
2 % 
ANY PURCHASE 
IF YOU BRING IN THIS AD 
BEFORE MAY 13th/TG 
Asmara, the Eritrean cape- 
tel near the coast, where he- 
sieged Ethiopian troops 
recently made unsuccessful 
attempts to break through a
guerrilla noose around the 
i ni~uerrilla"" lsaderssay there 
have been no night flights, 
adding that the attacks 
usually come in the early 
morning and just before 
dusk. The aircraft fly outer 
Asmara, which has been 
under a guerrilla siege for 
six months and zs supplied by 
air. 
HIGH HEELS 
LOW HEELS 
WOOD 
BOTTOMS 
239 City Centre 
Kitimat, B.c. 
ILj IrlPkHILzr.,A 
I---REA  
. ~,~ .~Rog' 42.95 AM/r-M ClOCk' 
. . . . ,  + ......... ++o ........ . . . .  ++ ..... ~5 now o, .+ w,,, yo. ~p ,o e,,~, ,ad .... 
bullet alarm lMd features a 60,minnie sleol) I ' I I I  
inoote bw Molded cabinet wlln |Dmul|leCl wain 
f,n,th 12.t461 
[ - - "~E.4L ISnC: .  [
4.ohannel 
Wnlkl6-Talklo 
RIII I IDC TRC.203 IS I high, 
cower, proletslonal CB walk~e. ' 
I I Ikm wilh 'Ranoe BOOSt side 
panels for • itendod mcmve and 
transn coverage Also hls 
ANt. few/R, meier H~.LO 2B 
power |*dch,  eePlelte 5pQlklt i 
and ¢0ndlhse¢ m~ke JsCks IDf ! el lefni l  i~ i le t ,  mlkO PC power ind batlery ¢hCqee Comes wdh 8 'AA" balll,ms o¢ 
OU aid U I I  I0 fech|fgeabh~ 
~|tlellO$ INOl includgd} 
21,1637 
Reg. 109.95 each 
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Pictured are four winners of the eleven 1977 Trillium Awards given at the Toronto 
Furniture Show. The award, cenue, is given to furniture manufacturers of home 
Furniture for recognition .of excellence. There were over 70 entries in this years 
competition. 
EXCELLENCE FEATURED 
IN HOME FURNISHINGS 
Clear evidence that he Canadian 
Furniture Industry is alive, inven- 
tive and able .to far.e the chall- 
enges of foreign competition and 
design in a tough market place 
was given at this years Toronto 
Furniture Show. ' 
Among these exhibits were 
winners of the 1977 Trillium 
Award.. The award sponsored 
jointly by the Ontario Furn- 
iture Manufacturers' A socint[on 
(O.F.M.A.) and the Ontario 
Ministry of Industry andTourism 
is given t~ manufacturers to re- 
Collingwood, Ontario won three. .Specialty Furniture award. 
Their Reminiscence Collection 
won in the category of NoP, h Arconas Co q~aration - of 
Mississauga entered a practical 
American Traditional Dining and fun double seating unit and 
Room. The suite was done in a 
finish cniJed Nostalgic Oak - a chair called"Togo." Itis made of 
light brown which allows the solidlyengineeredfoomconstruc- 
individuality and beauty of the tion with Dacronl quilted to "the 
oak grain to show through. Kanf- fabric These pieces are modular 
man's Comment Collection won nndcnnbeputtogethertosuitany 
the Modem Dining Room cate- shaped room. 
gory. Simple and pleasing to the The Trillium Award winner for 
eye, thissuitefeeturedchalrawith Traditional Upholstered Fum- 
caned becks. The caning carries iture was Cooper Bros. Up- 
through to the hut~:h where cab- ,'holstery Co. Ltd. Their sofa 
inet doors are caned also. The D2165 is available in a selection 
:::;:~:::~:~:~:~:::::~:~:~:~i;:::~:~;~;~:;~;~;:;~:;~;~;:;:.~:~.:~:.~.:::.~:::::~:~:~:;:~:~:~:.~:.~.:.::::::;:~:~;~.~;:;:~;~.~.::::::::::~:~.~:~:~:~:~:~;:~;:;~;~:;~ 
SIMPLICITY IS THE KEY TO INTERIORS TODAY. They use few furnishings, functional a.nd good-looking, 
spiced with color and texture, Take a converted attic.with no natural ight and make it cheerful, bright 
and usable in a dozen ways by building around a modular group and adding texture. Each of the pieces, 
comer unit, ottoman or armless chair can be placed in whatever order desired. A special asset is the 
Hide-A-Bed sofa section which opens up intoa queen-size bed; the familyroom bedomes an instantguest 
room. Just as importantly, the mobility of the pieces is ideal for varying groups or uses. With four corner 
sections, one makes a popular "pit". Covered in grass green, the suggestion of the out-of-doors is 
h~ightened by ceiling panels which combine green with sky blue stripes. A woodsy note is the natural oak 
table and bent,~a~cl chairs. It's all unified by a solid white background. The success of the room is 
testimony to the fact that one is totally unaware of the lac k of windows. (Charade modular group by 
Simmons) 
~ ~ . ' : ; : ; : ;  
DRAFTS COST MONEY 
The blast of cold air blow- 
ing through your home 
whenever the outside door is 
opcn~ed chills the rooms 
directly, and forces the 
warmed air out the window" 
frames on the other side, 
costing you fuel  money 
every time. 
An entrance vestibule will 
reduce this draft substan- 
tially, and should be built at 
the front and rear door 
" I 
cognize achievement i  design, 
pr~uction and marketing of 
On'ratio-made furniture. 
"This years entries represent a 
superior quniity of fumitare being 
produced in Canada," said Ken 
Campbell, genera] manager ofthe 
O.F.M.A. "Our jury had to 
choose from over 70 entries in the 
various categories and it was a 
tough choice." 
The furniture was judged by 
professionals in the industry thus 
giving the consumer confidence in 
the overall quality of the product. 
Serving as jurors were Mildred 
lstona of Chatelaine; Doug 
Young, Chemey Brothers, Peter- 
borough, On,; Frank Goldoni, 
Capri Furniture, Chatham, One 
J.G. Kortleve, Simpson-Sears; 
Tom Gladney, Eaton's; Kelly 
Bates, Interior Designers. of 
Ontario; R. D. Creeiman, 
Creelman I ternational. 
There were multiple winners of 
the eleven Trillium Awards given 
this year. 
Carpathian Collection of, occa- 
sionni tables~ Clear bevelled 
Belgin~m glass Was 'used~0n top 
while the wood selected was 
Carpathian Elm veneers with elm 
and maple solids. 
Gibber& Furni~tre Shops Ltd. 
was a dotible ~irmei" with their 
entries of the Somerset Collection 
'in the European Traditional 
Bedroom class and Wellington 
third Trillium Awed W~s for the of fabrics to suit everyone' s tastes wherever possible, suggests 
and style of Jiving. the Better Heating-Cooling• 
~',~h~',;~o , ro~,,i,~,o~t'~,, Council. Temporary,,l ight- 
=~ v " ~ "  * '=~"~w~ " ' °  v - ' "  W " V ' - -  . . . . .  ~- =aro--an "r°ad- e,ght est~bules may be 
ptmy wuu us ;  ¢ ,  L~.  _¢t  -, . 
tional Ocoasi0nal Tal)ie category" available at your local budd- 
with their Crown Colony Collec- ing supply warehouse. 
tion. Their are styledinthe Queen Where this can't be done, 
Anne penod and consumers have 
an extra piece of hot water 
several table models from which baseboard can be installed 
to choose. 
Collection for European Tndi- 
tionai Dining Room furniture. 
Both were constructed of 
mahogany, A special feature of 
the dining table is it can be used 
for four people but can also be 
extended to92 inches to seat 10. 
A point o note for today's maller 
dining rooms. 
Another dual winner was 
Maurer Furniture Meg. Co. Ltd. 
of Toronto,They won the Modem 
Bedroom Furniture award for the 
streamlined "1100 Suite." All 
pieces of this suite are ofknocked. 
down construction with special 
hardware nabling an easy ex- 
change of parts - especially handy 
for people on the move.• Maurer's 
entry, Wall Decor 7000, a con- 
Kaufman Furniture Ltd. of temporary.wail system, won the" 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
GROW VEGETABLES IN CONTAINERS if you're short on gardening space. It's 
a practical, decorative way of supplying fresh vegetables for your table. ' 
In' the Modern Occasional 
Chairs, Plydesigns of Orono, 
Ontariowon with their Chair 
7500. A comfortable and 
aesthetic piece of furniture, the 
chair comes in a variety of fabrics 
to suit anyone' s taste. 
"The Trillium Awards tell the 
home furniture buyer that hey're 
getting value for their money," 
said Mr. Campbell. "You have to 
be selective and critical when 
purchasing furniture; it's an 
investment." ' 
The public is invited to direct 
questions on furniture to "The 
Trillium Award Centre For 
Furniture," 6900 Airport Road, 
Mississaugn, Ontario LAY IEB, 
Please e.qolose a self-addressed 
stampeo ~:nvelope. 
inside the entrance and con. 
nected to the hydronic heat- 
ing system. The air will be 
tempered as it  moves 
through the house, reducing 
those chilly drafts. 
Caring for Plants 
Wh,e You're Away , 
There's no need to pre- 
vail upon friends or 'family 
to water your plants while 
"you're away on  your next 
~vacation - -  now there are 
self-watering planters avail- 
able, keeping aconstant, but 
not over-abundant Supply of 
water on hand for your 
plant. 
FEB '77  
NEW FEATURES EXPAND COOKTOI~S USE. Remodeling an old 
opportunity to improve the versatility of their cooking areas. For exa 
configurations available on the market oday have expanded the uses 
accordingto Sears marketing expert:;. Many gas and electric cooktop., 
and grills as well as thermostatically controlled burners. 
Elegant-Looking Windows 
Need Not be Expensive 
Custom made is often 
elegant. It's also expensive, 
in clothes, automobiles and 
homes. With replacement 
windows however, there's a
way t O get the custom look 
without straining the family 
budget. 
Modern wood windows, 
which are manufactured in a 
variety of stock sizes and 
styles, can add a touch of 
class to an entire home. The 
warm, ricl~'grain of wood 
g ives  windows natural  
detail. Good design and 
-factory engineering do the 
rest. 
Quality wood windows 
have. fac tory -app l ied  
weatherstripping to r ensure 
against heat-robbing air 
infiltration. Combined with 
the natural insulation of 
wood sash and insulating 
glass - -  two panes of glass 
with an insulation air space 
between - -  up-to-date wood 
windows effectively guard 
against heat loss through the 
glass areas and against 
condensation. 
Well-I]~ilt wood windows 
come in a range of styles and 
sizes to meet just about any 
, des ign  requ i re inent .  
Unusual window treatments 
add visual interest o  a 
home. 
Homcownem thinking 
about replacing old, drafty 
windows with modern wood 
windows Should consider 
the vari0us styles. Sliding 
wind'ows ~'r patio doors, for 
example, have a trim look 
that suits modern architec- "
tufa, yetlprovide good  
• ventilation and excellent 
visibility. Used in series, 
they have the effect of 
opening up an entire wsill. 
Bow windows, which curve" 
outward, and bay windows, 
which are straight in the 
center and angled at each 
end, are graceful and 
dist inct ive.  They are 
especially effective with 
Colo~rial or Georg ian . '  
arch itt~ecture, but are 
becoming popu lar  in  
contemporary homes. 
The wide variety of stock 
quality wood windows are 
available to provide the 
homeowner with nearly 
unlimited choices in his 
selection of replacement 
windows. 
A very special ¢nalar4ype 
residence withover 2000 sq. 
ft. living area. Impressive 
living room wit,It flraplaco 
and open bea~t ceilings. 
Beautiful pine and cedar 
panelling. Situated on a 5 
acre pare61 close to town. 
i Asking price S68,000. To  
i view call Horst or Chrlstel. 
large 'iot and additional 
small self contained cabin 
on property. Call Horst or 
Christel. • 
home on .,quiet street In 
town. Features large 
kitchen and ensuite off 
masterbedroom. . Askkng 
$45,S00. Call Horst or 
Christel for more details. 
, *~' . .~ ,).~ 
A fine 3 bedrooms home 
with all the features you 
normal ly  expect plus a 
fu l ly  finished garage, 
circular payed driveway 
and an u~nusual floor plan. 
This c6uld be the "dif. 
latent" house you've been 
Crssh! 
Them goes a favorite 
piece of crystal, in a 
thousand little pieces. How 
are you ever going to make 
sure that all that glass is 
picked up? 
Roll up some pziper 
toweling into a pad, winding 
transparent tape around it, 
with the adhesive side out. 
Pat the area where glass is 
scattered and tape will pick 
up all those little splinters. 
HANDY.MAN SPECIALI 
Sound 3 bedroom full 
basement home on large 
rural lot near schools. 
Needs some tender loving 
care but Is very suitable, In 
beth location and size, for a 
family. Asking price 
~0,000. Open to offers. 
• LAKELSE LAKE 
Quick Pick-Up for" 
A Drab  Kitchen: 
If you've painted your  
kitchen walls and cabinets 
and the area still looks d~ab, 
chances are you need a new 
look on your floor. You can 
give your kitchen exciting 
new appeal by in.smiling the 
popular new adbes iye,  
backed floor tile squares,.. 
They're easy to put down, 
and there are many attractive 
patterns and colors to 
choose from. 
WORKSHOP: 
How about this package. 3 
bedroom modular home on 
completely fenced large 
rural lot. 2dx24 garage 
workshop' wlth concrete 
floor. Chicken coop, green 
house, berry bushes. 
Everything you need for 
confortable rural living at 
reasonable price at S32,900. 
II | 
Thinking of purchasing a recreational property at 
Lakelse Lake. We have lakeside cottages and vacant 
land Ilsted. Drop In and discuss these with our sales 
staff. 
SOLD-  :LET'S SELL 
YOURS 
This 3 bedroom family 
home listed and sold within 
2 weeks. Contact our able 
staff about handling your 
real estate sales for you. 
Competent and friendly, 
service from McColl's. 
A growing rural .com. ~ 
munl ty  where .. home; 
owners take Care of their 
property, This 2 bedroom 
mobile home with large 
addition comes fully fur. 
nlshed. Excellent 
workshop on property, 
Garden area and frame for 
greenhouse. Asking 
S22,000. 
21/2 acres vacant land on Graham Avenue. Very 
suitable for subdivision prospects. Sewer and water 
available. Zoned mad. density. Asking $39,000. 
I nornnm area. Situated on 
large 85x425' lot, fully 
landscaped. Features 
beautiful natural rock 
veneer on front entrance, 2 
fireplaces, 3 bedrooms and 
completely flnsihed in-law 
suite. Call Horst or 
Christel for viewing. 
looking for. Listed at 
$55,000 and open to offers. 
Phone Frank. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
,HORST GODLINSKI -  635-5397 
FRANK 'SK IDMORE - 635-5691 
wm ear ono a craw or 
sewing room are lust the 
beginning. Four piece 
ensuite bath and feature 
ceiling in the living room 
add to this home an at. 
mespbere of its own.' 
| 
t 
~.eaa r const ruct ion  
throughout and located on 
Westview Drive. This. 
three bedroom home has 
many unique features 
which must be viewed. 
Call Kelly for an inside 
Iookl pointment o view. 
KELLY  SQUIRES.  635.76161 
CHRISTEL  GODLINSKI  . 63s.s~i971' 
! 
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SOUTHWESTERN MOTIF KITCHEN, incorporating many do-it-yourself ideas, was inspired by new 
appliance color "Almond" and features many unusual storage ideas developed by the editors of Family 
• Circle magazine.Shown are Hotpoint's elf-cleaning drop-in range with hood. 12•cycle dishwasher, and 
trash compactor. 
SOLAR HEAT 
Solar heating is here to 
stayf Of course the heat 
from the sun has warmed 
our planet from the begin- 
ning of time; however, this 
same source of heat is just 
now being used to warm 
modern homes. 
Most solar heated homes 
that a sidewalk which is still 
warm in the evening after a 
hot day releases the heat it 
has absorbed. 
• Even with a solar heating 
system, most houses use a 
conventional heating system 
as a back-up for days when 
there is not enough sunlight 
m warm a house. 
rllll 
Z 
Wide-0pen 'Sun Country' Kitchen 
Has D0-1t-YourselfStorage Ideas 
A national magazine has 
come up with a "sun 
count ry"  adobe-styled 
kitchen, chock-ful l  of 
practical and inexpensive 
ideas you can use to improve 
efficiency and increase 
storage. 
Inspired by Hotpoint's 
newest appliance color - -  
Almond, a soft warm tone 
- -  the magazine used 
Southwest textures, natural 
materials and earth tones in 
designing a kitchen with 
open storage and efficiently 
arranged work areas: sink 
center, food preparation 
island, and cooking center. 
Almond-colored appli- 
ances that blend-in with the 
kitchen featured in !the 
February issue of "Family 
Circle" magazine include a 
self-cleaning range with 
range hood, a 12-cycle 
dishwasher, food waste 
disposer, built-in trash 
compactor, and a no-frost 
refrigerator-freezer with 
exterior ice and water 
service. 
' Also inc luded is a 
microwave oven that, 
instead of being on a 
countertop,'is conveniently 
mobile on a roll-about cart 
which has storage space for 
other small:appliances, and 
which can itself be tucked 
into an under-counter 
storage area. 
~n alcove at one end of 
the kitchen keeps the large- 
capacity washer and dryer 
convenient, yet out of sight 
with :he help of colorful 
folding panels. 
The kitchen's wide- 
openness fits current rends, 
according to Hotpoint 
kitchen-planning, manager 
William J. Ketcham, as do 
the =how;to" projects which 
the magazine inco~orated 
into it. 
Some of these ideas for 
are exposed natural wood 
shelves where often-used 
items are within eye view 
and arm's length; a pantry, 
hidden behind easy-to-make 
lattice doors; a built-in desk 
for the busy homemaker, 
and an  adjacent slotted 
storage area for trays, 
cooling racks, cookie sheets, 
or other storable items. 
.:..:.aa.:..:.~...:,~a.:...:...'a.:..~.:..:.~...:..:..:..:. 
Decorating TIp: 
Looking for a way to 
divide an area when privacy 
or partitioning are needed7 
improving kitchen efficiency One way to divide a room 
when you want to, yet have 
it open when you wish, is to 
use traverse draperies as 
room dividers. 
You can screen off a 
cluttered kitchen from the 
• dining area when you are 
entertaining, or provide 
)rivacy for guests in a 
' Safety Tip: 
Scatter  rugs can. be 
'dangerous to have around 
the house if they're not 
firmly secured. 
Use two-sided rug and 
carpet tape to keep rugs 
securely on the floor. 
[ eeoratin   Our I 
Comfortable Room Can Also Be Beautiful 
are custom built with the 
solar heating system adding 
, $2,000 to $6,000 to the 
construction cost. However, 
by using lhe principles of 
solar heating, you can warm 
some of the rooms of your 
house and cut down on your 
~. nsumption of electricity, 
s or oil without installing 
a~ complete :solar heating 
system. 
~any  rooms have win- 
dp~s which face south, 
receiving sunl ight  and 
warmth most of the day. To 
retain this heat,, cover the 
windows with insulated 
shutters or drapes after the 
sun sets. This can also be 
done to windows which face 
west and receive intense 
afternoon sun. 
Paint an outside masonry 
wall of your home that faces 
south with black or very 
dark paint. Place a pane of 
glass in front of the wall, 
leaving a few inches of space 
between the glass and wall to 
trap the chat. As the sun, 
disappears, some of the 
trapped heat will be ab- 
sorbed, through the walls 
into the house. 
This the concept used in 
Constructing solar heating 
systems. A house isdesigned 
with a roof that slants to the 
south. The roof i.s painted 
black and covered with a 
.pane of glass. The heat 
trapped between the roof 
and glass is transmitted into 
" a storage unit, usually a pile 
of rocks or a water tank 
located under the house. 
The storage unit releases the 
heat slowly in the same way 
A Home for Your Plants 
The container you select 
for your plants is all-impor- 
tant . . .  after all, that's 
home to your green-leaved 
friends! 
Experts say you can't go 
, wrong with those old.fash- 
ioned, unglazed clay pots. 
Water evaporates through 
thel sides, helping roots to 
stay cooler.. 
Plastic pots are less ex- 
pensive and lighter, but they 
should have drainage holes, 
plant experts w~irn;. 
Redwooc l containers ai'e 
good for outdoor use, as 
they are rot-resistant and 
durable. " 
If you've been gifted with 
a beautiful container that 
doesn't feature drainage, put 
your plant, in: a slightlY 
smaller clay pot that can set 
inside your decorat!ve pot. 
I 
FEB'77 
WASH & WEAR PAIR . . .  In an apartment or condominium where space is limited, or in a single-family 
home where an auxiliary laundry center off the master bedroom can provide step-saving convenience, 
this compact laundry pair from General Electric a n offer the solution. The washer, hooks up tothe sink 
and has a ~ gh-speed sp n for maximum oisture removal from clothes. The dryer can be wall.mounted 
and does not need to be vented. ' 
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• A D IST INCT IVELY  DES IGNED DEL IBERATELY  D IFFERENT [] 
.~ HO~E is featured this week by WlGHTMAN & S~ITH REALTY .  
• The owner  chose a nice 70x.132 foot property  centra l ly  s i tuated in the 
• . 4800 block of Tuck Avenue. Then designed and bui l t  this  near new -= 
"- residence. Cathedral  Ent ry  leads up, and le the  r ight  is a large 15 by i 
~" 24 foot carpeted I iv ingroom ~vith nor ther ly  view, to the  left a large • 
kitchen and d in ing  arba, w i th  master bedroom and bath also on the =- 
" []  same f loor.  ~ Venture down the Cathedral  Ent ry  and you f ind two 
[]  • large bedrooms and bath, laundry  area and Fami ly -Recreat ion i 
room wi th  Fireplace. A" carpor t  is attached. 'Th is  home is a 
[]  rea l i s t i ca l ly  priced at iust $51,500. ao - a quick sale is desired. Phone -= 
635-6361, Wightman & Smith Realty for  an appointment  ov iew.  B 
[]  , . [] 
=. L , . .  w, , ,  ", 
i WI6HTMAN, .. & SMITH-;-" 
You can give rooms de- 
signed for relaxation a warm, 
cozy look when you choose 
comfortable, informal wood 
furnishings •upholstered in 
rich, earth-toned colors that 
can be picked up else~wbere 
in the room. 
Make a fireplace in the den 
the focal point by hanging 
an old-fashioned wall clock 
over "its ornamental facing. 
A set of cast-iron coal tongs 
andan ant ique- looking 
copper skillet combine to 
create arustic effect• A large 
wicker basket filled with 
dried red flowers or leaves 
on a nearby hearth adds 
accent. 
A tufted armchair and'a 
spool-turned baby bed, cov- 
ered with a patchwork quilt, 
can lend a relaxing Early 
~.merican look to this all- 
purpose room. But since it 
will be a room where family 
activity centers, you'll need 
a floor covering that resists 
such as 'one called "Abbey" 
from the Mannington Mills 
"Million Air" collection has 
the  rugged beauty  of 
weathered 'hearthstone and 
fits in kitchens, hallways, 
foyers, p layrooms and  
patios as well as in. dens. 
Available'in 6-and 12-foot 
widths, it's cushioned for 
walkin~ comfort• Its exclu- 
sive high-gloss Dura Polish 
wearlayer cleans with just 
a swish of a "damp mop. 
You might accessorize 
your room. with plants and 
very early-looking Objects. 
si~ch as a weathered, wooden 
duck decoy, a few leather- 
bound books and dark 
painted canisters..A few 
ferns hung at. a recessed 
window wi l l  fin'ish the 
decor and add country-like 
freshness. 
For a free booklet about 
"Decorat ing  From the 
Floor Up," write Dept. L-8, 
bedroom, with draperies 
hung from a ceiling-mount- 
ed traverse rod or from a.  
ceiling track. 
.:•.:..:..:.•:...~.:..:..'~.:..:.~a~...:..~..a..¢~a.'a 
Garden with Garlic . 
Did you know that garlic' 
was used by the ancient 
Egyptians as a pesticide'? 
Even today, organic gar- 
deners use garlic sprays to 
combat garden pests• 
8~\  DOUGLAS ~ -:~]B~W[~ 
~X CHANNEL ~ ' - / / "~" -~ 
:~~~]~"~ REALTYLTD. 
632-4721 :: i 
DAVE SERRY 
632.4426 
OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS 
KITIMAT 
"The Performers" 
HOMES FOR SALE 
J.43 - Doublewide Mobile Home 
4 Petrel -Single Family w/basement 
27 Finch - 1 1/2 Storey Revenue 
76 Carlson. LargePrestige Home 
J-20 - 2 Bedroom Mobile Home 
MARCH SALES 
8-20 Clifford Street 
3 Davy Cresent 
27 Omenica Street 
15 Heron Street 
1629 Gryfalcon Street 
889 Columbia Street 
28 Hawk Street 
J-9 Vista Village 
44 Gywn Street 
• 1st Avenue, Lakelse Lake 
91 Okanapn Street 
7-486 Quatsino 
HAVING TROUBLE SELLING YOUR 
HOME? TALK TO' THE "PERFORMERS" 
DOUGLAS CHANNEL "PERFORMS" 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
APPRAISALS- PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
LOT SALES. DEVELOPMENT 
CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE 
MORTGAGE ADVICE 
and 
ASSISTANCE 
Doh't Fool Around With Half A Service 
Talk To A Full Service Real Estate Office 
We Are Hera To Help You - Professionally 
CAN WE SELL YOU RS? -- JUST TRY US hard usage and cleans easily. Mannington Mills, Inc., 
• I .  A ceramic tile design Salem, N.J. 08079. 
IIIIlllllllllllllllllllll|llllllllllllmmllgBIEllmmmBBal/BmuiBmm |mm~lBmi lml Jm B I I |B I I IB I  
• Cv.h,~a,A n~o at~n Cnuei,= Ave Onlv S35.000. Close to Exclusive 831_4641 Ooulet Avenue. Onl $26~00. 95 • 
: "" te~wn '~en"t~'e "~b"edraom ain floor residence with extra percent nnanclng on 3 eearoom nome, waTer, sewer, m 
: : I)e'drooms in basement. Compact kitchen. Second pavement, carpeted living room, separate laundry area, m 
• bathroom in basement with unfinished family room. insulated for hydro heat, shake and siding exterior, 
[] : We have attractive mobile home lots on Beaver, S9,500 & landscaped, i 
i $7,500 Also one on Scotton Street with all services for 
[] $8,5001 Open to offers on each. E.xxclusiv.e 851. 2511 Craig Drive~.Onl~,~5,000. Appealing : 
• . . . 1.18"~cre'~/~'de"aJ--fo~a'~ima'~sT":! b~lroom.home, modern, • 
E I v 4 BuI I Drive 32,0,,~.04 Large parcel, tu or sewin room or 4th bedroom Carport, [] . ~r,~ClU.~v..9.q4.~....J~l,,Y....-.. s' . ' . .. extra s dy g • ,.  
a 300'x300' (2.07 acreslGossen creek area,' new fUll . . . . . .  d natio concrete foundatlon, snacious livingroom, --  
i basement home, main floor 2 bedrooms, kitchen, dining oil I~at " Family" kitchen • 
.~ area, living room, entrance area, .bathroom. Some . . . . . . . . .  ' ' _m 
[] finishing needed, but one can move in. • . . = 
: 5007 McRae Street. Select residen.ce.t 1we finished floors', Exclus .ive..824;.349LOIdLakelse.,La..ke_R..oa.~d:,.O.~nly $4..4~.000. : 
m ~l~e'~i~a'ce~'~a'~p~ted'b~rooms, living roOm and k~'ra"] ~/e acre, 6"~J-~ot distant, !100 sq. ff. 4 bedrooms, • 
; family room. Two bathrooms, wrap.around patio, French carpeted, compact kitchen built.in range and oven, full • 
[] doors, total of over 2~000 sq. ft. on two floors, paved quiet basement with fireplace and nice recreation room, extra m 
this clean [] street, carport, attractive exterior of stucco, cedar, and room for office.study.sewing, lots of storage in B 
anxious to sell [] red brick. Everything needed for good accommodation, residence, garage, playhouse, Owners as 
[] Asking $6S,000. Exclusive 853. ' they are moving. . • 
I J~ ~t .  • 
.u A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ ,Coast Real Estate Service m_ 
i l 
i•l 
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WE NEED OARRIERS 
u. T.EsJ ..:,Ls: and  
Fable 
, Sunsot 
Akroyd 
An)her 
Odl 
Hopplo 
Utllo 
NarD5 
N~. 16 W.- 4100.4900 
Koith - 61NH)-6300 
Mark- 2600-2700 
Graham - 4600 
Kahm - 2200.3000 
Keith - 4400-4700 
Ebl- 2400-~ 
Oodarvalo 
NANL 
ADDRESS 
01t~ 
Ododonia Drive 
Lavollo 
Lambly 
0radlor 
Evorsroon 
Foonoy ,. 
Koefor 
Kerr 
Oresoontivow 
Nountainviow 
Walsh - 4400 
Old I.akolso 
Sando 
Toynb'oo 
Valloyviow 
Usk 
PH'ONE 
DAWN 
635-6367 
PHONL 
AGL 
PRI-ZES to b 
WON 
APPLIOATION FORM 
. . .  MA IL  TO 
.~ a -h  n_m.  ~ TERRACE/KITIIV 
I,I;,I,,,,,..,,,, . . . . . .  "1 v I~"""" [] n DALLY HERALD 
i _ - , - - -~ .__~ I. T E_RR£AC E,_ S. C, 
. , ,  - 
. . . . .  ,," t 
; , /  
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right to" classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
sat rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
end to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies "on "Hdd" 
instructions not picked up 
within Ig days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. - 
All clalms of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertlser requesting spac( 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event ot failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the ~rlt~h 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertlslng that dlscrlmlnates 
against any I~rsen because 
of his race, religion, s~x, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 an¢~ 65 
years, unless the condition iS 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for 1he work 
Publ ished at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  mth 3.00 
By Carr ie r  year  36.00 
BY Mail  3 mth 12,00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
,By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00. 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of Amerlca I 
year 51,00, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 • 
Santo Cervello, mlmeat will 
perform ,,Matamorphlsle", 
May 18 and 19 !n the Veritae 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform ,,Mark.Twa!n In 
Person" May 18 an,' 1~ at 1110 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at  
3:30 p,m Tickets for ~th 
performances are avallab e 
at the door at $1,00 ~per 
person, These performances 
are preslmted in conjunction 
with Kermode Theatre '78, 
Alternative Energy En. 
thuslasts • Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc.- Are you Currently 
dellgnlng or experimenting 
with emall.scale renewal:Is 
energy systems? ~ ' The 
Pacific R im Education 
Praiser'Is sett ing up a 
Northern NetWork to 
facilitate development el furnlture, also any dlscarded 
such systems. Pictures and wood products we could use 
prelect descriptions are for recyclll~l or renovating. 
nlseded for a bookletto be Call us at 635.2238 between 
I~bllehed th'.s aprJng. Write 8 a.m. and 3 p.m,, we will try 
Box'707, Terrace, B,C. (wthf to make arrangements for 
to may11) . . . .  .,. pickup. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I - -  
The Vancouver Playhouse, Skeena Health Unlt Concrete forms for sale or 
British Columbla's major 3215.2 Eby Street rent. Build your own 
professional theatre will Terrace, B.C. basement and save. phone 
635.6307 ~ "~ 635.3745 (p3.8) 
40 gal. elec. hot Water tank; 
20,000 BTU oil" furnance. 
Must sell immediately phone 
635-7124 or 635-5886 and ask 
for Don (c5-) 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY., 
20 words or less $2.00 I~r present Joe Ortln's outragelous black comedy The following are a few of Typist.Receptionist 
.nsertlon, over 20 words $.  "Loot" on Wednesday May the services offered locally For  permanent employment 
cents per word. '17atthe R.E.M. Lee Theatre by your Health Unit Staff: In Chartered Accountants' 
3 or more consecutive In-" Te'race at 8 p.m. "Loot" a CHILD HEALTH CON- office. Financial statement 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion, tong running hit In London FERENCES. typing experience would be 
trod on Broadway Is a zany, - Held weekly at the Health an asset. Apply to 
REFUNDS: ~lzarreupsldeclown comedy Unit every Tuesday from McAIpine and Co. 
First Insertion charged tor n a N~ty  Python vein. 1:30-3:50p.m. Pleesephone 4644 Lazelle Ave. For Sale: Hard top tent 
whether run or not. "lcketa are available In May for an appointment Terrace, B.C. t/'ailer or will trade for piano 
Absolutely no refunds after t Terrace Sight and Sound - Held at Thornhill 635.492S phone 635.7074 (c3.8) 
ad ha.~been set. ~d Terrace Library. For Recreation Centre on the (c5-8) LOOKING FOR FUR. 
rther Information call 635. fourth Friday of every NITURE? 
CORRECTIONS: 318. "Loot" is a part of month from 1:30-3:30p.m. Help Wanted: Hair stylist 
Must be made before 2nd Kermode Theatre '78. Please phone for an ap. and apprentlc(~ wanted for For excellent prices on 
insertion, pointment, new unisex shop in Smlthers furniture see the bargain 
Allowance can be made fo.r Kermode Theatre'78, the . B,~bysitters who bring ,apply Box221SSmlt.hers847- floor at FRED'S FUR. 
only one incorrect ad. B.C. High School Drama children must have parents 9346 (c10.15) NITURE LTD. 
Festival will take ~)lace In 'written consent for im. 4434 Lakelse Ave.. 
BOX NUMBERS: the R.E.M. Lee TheatreMay munization. REQUIRED Terrace 635.3630 
75 cents pick up. 18.20at8p.n. Themainstage ADULT CLINICS Painting Contractor to ~SECOND FLOOR [CTF) 
S1.25 mailed. 'Showcase' conslets of award .These are held atthe Health complete re-I~ainting of 
winning student plays U'nit on Monday, Wed- approximately 90,000 square For Sale: 1' Rogers 9 p~ece 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: performed nightly for ad- nesday, and Friday froth feet of interior walls. Some drumset with travelling 
Rates available upon Judlcatlon. Tickets available 3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- minor drywall repairs cases and Zildjian cymbals. 
request, in May from Terrace Sight pelntment only. required. Pain't to be sup- In very good condtion. Ask. 
and Sound and Terrace PRENATAL CLASSES plied by contractor. Tools .for Garry before5at 635.4938 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED Library. Classes are held throughout and ofher repair materials to or 635-2771 after 5 (p5-9) 
RATE: the year at intervals for he supplied by contractor. 
22 cents per agate line. DANCE REVUE'78 expectant parents. Phone For more information, see •Top Quality mixed hay for ' 
Minimum charge $5.00 per theVIckiParialnen Dancers, the Health .Unit for details specification, at School sale. Heavy bales 847-3165 
insertion. May 12th,8:OO p.m., R.E.M. and registration. Distrid No. 92 (Nisgha) (c12t,w,th,may4) 
Lee Theatre, Tickets: Betty HOME NURSING CARE offices in  Terrace or New 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND Wann 635.6763, Bev Evans - Nursing car=e in the home for Aiyansh. (c5-) 
TRANSIENT AD-' 635.7068, Maxine Cummlng - those who need it on referral 
VERTISING: 638-8240, Adults $2.0!), from their family doctor. 
$3.60 per column inch. Children $1.00 Terrace area only. British Columbia 
HEALTH PARADE v/ Housing Management 14' light alum canoe, 4 years 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: Mills Memorial Hospital For4yearoldchildren. Held Commission old, very sta'bleln water $120 
$4.00 per line per month. Auxiliary Thrift Shop on on third Monday of every MalntenanceSupervlsor . after 5:30 638-1520 (p3-7) 
On a 4 month basis only. Lazelle now offers a full month. Developmental, Northern B.C. 
stock of Spring and Summer vision, hearing screening $7,784.00.$20,724.00 per an- 1)/2 RP Seagull outboard. 
DEADLINE wear. Drop in on Saturdays done. Please phone ,for num Great for 'canoe, trolling, 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m; appointment. ' reliable, used 1 season only 
DISPLAY: ' PRENATAL BREATHING Under the regional manager, $200. After 5:30638-1520 (p3- 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to There will be  a Special & RELAXING EXERCISES Northern B.C, the main- 
publication day .  SinglngServiceonPentecest Held every Thursday at- tenance supervisor will be 7) 
Sunday, May 4th, 1978 ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. responsible for the main- Fibreglass runabout with 
CLASSIFIED: sponsored by the Terrace V.D. CLINIC tenance of rental housing full convertible top, 1977 50 
1:00 p.m. day prior to Church of God. The singing Held every Monday at 3:30 development. Respon- h.p. Mercelectric with extra 
publlcotlon day. will beg!n at 2:00 p.m. and or by appointment, sibllitles: 
every0nelslnvltedt°attend" SANITATION To assist in the planning tank on E2 load trailer. Contact Grant Papps, 4721 
Service charge of ~.000n all The Church is located at 3341 The public health inspectors and implementation of the Loon Ave. 638-1856 or 638. 
N.S.F. cheques. River Drive and the Pastor are now situated in Eby annual  maintenance .8131 (p3-9) 
Is Robert L. White. Special Street. They will be pleased program for rental housing; 
WEDDING DESCRIP- singers will include Andy to assist with any sanitation To direct preventative For Sale: 14//2' Fibreglass 
TIONS: Quock and Randy Adams problems, maintenance programs; JE~oa.t. 50 HP Mercury. Needs 
No charge provided news from KIhNancooI, B .C .  AUDIOLOGY CLINIC To prepare plans, som#-work, electric start, 
submlttedwlthlnonemonth. Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. specifications and estimates easy load.trailer.. Asking 
$5.00 production charge for Hearing ests will be done by for maintenance; $1500, phone 635-7540 or 635- 
wedding and-or engagement doctor's referrals. Tel No. Certification of work .2056 (ctflu4) 
pictures. Newsof weddings 638.1155. undertaken by contractors at 
(write, ups) received one LONG TERM CARE the site; 
month or more after event Weight Watchers meeting Office at N9.205.4721 Lazelle Direction and control of 
s10.00 charge, with or heldevery Toasdayat7p.m. Ave. Tel 635-9196. coretaklng, janitorial and 
without picture. Subject to at the 'Knox United Church Assessment and planning for maintenance staff; 
condensation. Payable In Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. those ellgiblefor Long Term Perform other related 
advance. Care. duties. Rooms to Rent: Kitchen and 
PARENTS IN CRISIS AID TO HANDICAPPED laundry facilities phone 635- 
CLASSIFIED AN- Are you making your own Office at No..205-4721 Qualification and Ex- 4948 ask for John (c6-9) 
NOUNCEMENTS: ,life and your children's Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. perlence 
miserable?. Do you con. Assessment and guidance 
Births 5.50 stantly yell at your chlldren, for vocstional and social Secondary  School 
Funerals 5.50 or hit ther~, or find it hardto' rehabilitation done by education or equlvale'nt 
CardsofThanks 5,50 coati'el yo~,r angry feelings consultant, combination of education 
Memorial Notlcee $.50 toward them? and experience sup- 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you plemented by relevant 
PHONE 635.6351 become the loving con: . technical training, several 
Classified Advertising Dept. structlve parent you really years directly related ex. Summer Cabin 24'x36' on 
want to be. perlence in maintenance and leased lot on West Side of 
All inquires absolutely GOLDENRULE construction at the super- Lakelse Lake. 200' Lake 
confidential. Odd jobs for the Iobless. vlsory level. Please send frontage. Must sell phone 
B.C.O.A.P.O. Annual Fall Phone Mary or John 635-4419 Phone 638.4535. 3238 Kalum details of experience, and 635.4252 (p2.7,10) 
• - qualification to the Unfurnished 2 bedroom (ctf) ,. 
Bazaar. November lath SKEENACENTRE Regional Manager, house' for rent. Must be 
1918. Arena. Banquet Room Skeena Centre offers to the GEMINI EXCAVATING Northern, B.C.. "employed. No heavy 
Senior Citizens ot the LTD.. British Columbia Housing drinkers. Require 
LEAVING HOME both a Terrace and Thornhlll area (WesAndrews) Management Commlsslon references. No pets. Phone 
superb' comedy and a powerful emotional drama the following services - Backhoe Work Box 310 635.3684 7:30 p.m. (p2.7) 
on family life, wil l  be . Activity Centre for hen. Hourly&Contract Prince Rupert, B.C. 
dlcrafts 635.3419 anytime For further intormatlon on 
presented by the Terrace . Day Care for working (A J12). application please contact at 
~D~r/:.ln for companionship I . 
'. & coffee, , THE HOBBY HUT by MaY 
Monday thru Friday 8-4.  Ceramic supplies & (c4-10) 
Transportation available. Greenware, air brushing 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge available • custom firing, 
635.2265 
Little Theatre In the R.E.M. No.5.342.3rd Ave. W. Prince 
Lee on Sat. Ma~/13 and Sun. Rupert, B.C., phone 627.1501 
May 14 at 8:00 p.m'. Ad- 19, 1918 
mission $4.00 and $2.50 for 
students and senior citizens, t 
Advance tickets at McColle For Rent: 2 bedroom suite, 
Real Estate. Mature en. 3936 McNeII St. Baby SlHIng available, your unfurnished, frldge and 
tertalnment. 6,15.9393 hours; day or nights trained stove. No pets phone 635.4394 
.:~keens District Girl Guides superv i s ion ,  la rge  (stf) 
The Terrace Dog Club will would like to announce the * playground (fenced and 
hold Its monthly meeting at opening of .a Land Ranger • ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. equipped), large Inside play 
the Thornhlll Community Company In the Thornhlll Eledrlcaland Refrlgeratlen area, on quiet street. Phone 
Hall. Wednesday, May 10th area; Girls between the ages ¢ntr ict ,  638.8398 or 635.3187. (p4. 
at 8:30 p.m. of 14 and 18 who ere In. ~ House wiring. 
te~ested please call 638.3061 61S4S76 ; 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Le Jardln,d'Enfance, the . FULLER BRUSH 
Terrace Fench Language MILLS MEMORIAL Order now by phone. Phone " , 
Preschool Is accepting THRIFTSHOP or make an appointment, Office & Shop space 
registration of preschool MIII I  Memorial Hospital Marnle 635.9721. available, Hwy 16 Thornhlll 
children ages 3.5 for Sep- Auxiliary would appreciate uhone 635.3863 or 638.1108 
tember classes, Visitors day any donations of good, clean 
at the school will be Monday clothing, any household 
May lS 1.2:30 for parents Items, toys etc. for their 
wlshngtoobservetheschooi THRIFT SHOP. 
In session, Phone 635.7318 For pickup service phone 1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for more Information, 635.5320 or 6~5.$233, or leave for sale, 400 miles and In 
donations at the Thrift shop LOST: 1 month old Debar. excellent.condition. Asking. 
on ' Lazelle Ayenue on man Pincher answers to the ~00,00, Phone 638.1072 after 
The "Northwest Charcoal Saturdays between 11:00 name of Dllllnger. Black 6p.m, 
Burners" will be having an a.m. and 3:00 p,m. Thank with Brown markings. Ears 
Informal blacl~ powder shoot you. (no) not done, Large reward Must Ri l l  1976 Honda GL 
Saturday May 13th9:~0 a.m. offered. Phone 638.1613 or 1000. In excell~t condition. 
at the Kltlmat Rifle range. ' 635.5931 after 6 (c3.1)  Phone.638-3858 or view at 
Everyone welcome. RAPE RELIEF - 4404 Welsh Ave. (p2O.may9) 
& CRISIS LINE Reward offered for  the 
WANT E D DONATIONS FOR WOMEN ~ relurn of Mocha, 3 month old 
1"he Three Rivers Workshop CALL 635.7155 female doberman. Milling 
for the Handicapped are OR since Sunday afternoon from 
looking fOr donations of any 635.7728 Kalum and Loan phone 635. Terrace Thornhlll N.D.P. 
01d, broken or used plecea ot (clf) 28896p3.9) Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale, Sat. May 13, 10 
Lost. Brown framed blasses, a.m. • 3 p.m. at the Thornhlll 
INCHESAWAYCLUB black arms with a hearing Community Centre. Tables 
Meet every Tuesday nlght at aid attached. Lost between $5 each, Admission 50c 
gin the SkeenaHealth Unit. Riverside Gro~:ery and the adults. Sellers phone 635. 
For more Information phone overpass, Reward offered. 3582 to'reserve a table. (c8. 
635.3747.or 635.3023. phone 635.2490~ (p5.1) 10) 7 /a~ 
i 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Fridge and 
stove. No pets. Phone 635- 
5556 (p4.4,5,7,10) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom duplex, 
stove and frldge included. 
Five minutes walk to 
shopping centers. Im- 
mediate occupancy phone 
635-2834 (p5-8) 
House For Sale 
This could be the bargain 
fou have been waiting for. 
If you are tired of paying 
rent but don't want 
~xhorbitant mortgage 
payments, we have the 
house for you. Cheap to 
heat with low taxes. Near 
all schools and downtown. 
Three bedrooms with 
electric heat. Nice lot. 
If you are interested. 
The price, is $25,500. and 
the number to call is 635- 
5339 after 10:30 a.m. 
[(sff5-15) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as possible 
phone 635-5727 (cff) 
(~ORDON STEWART 
HURRY FOR THIS ONE. 
Just listed, an 80x200' lot 
(no.19 Plan 4878) off John's 
Road, Terrace, B.C. We 
believe this is listed at below 
market value at $5i500. Ideal 
spot for a trailer. ,For, thisor 
any information on your real 
estate needs in the Sunny 
Shuswap area. Please phone 
collect for our free Shuswap 
listing catalogue. 
Gordon L. Stewart (el<. 
Terrace.lts] 832.8608 
Century 21, G.V. Realty 
(1976) Ltd. 
832.6001 Salmon Arm, 1B.C. 
(c2-7) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B~I phone 
339-4736 (CS0.Iulyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,S00.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: 8Oxl0O' lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
• Phone 635.7540 or 635-3250 
(cffju4) 
DID ¥()U KNOW THIS? 
Jack Ketch is a term 
meaning ha~man, 
Salvage Bids lobe taken on a 
1975 Volkswagen Beetle. On 
an as is, where is basis. For 
more information contact 
Brouwer & Co., 6.3238 Kalum 
St. or 635.7173 (c9- 
7,8,9,16,17,18,23,24,25) , 
For Sale: `• 1971 Maverick 
Grabber 302 • V8 auto, good 
running condition phone 635- 
4562 (p5.7) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition. View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 or 
635.4380 {c10.12) 
1971 Toyota Landcruiser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 5135 
McConnell 638.1517 or 635- 
~380 (c10.12) 
1974 Imp Station wagon. 
loaded • air & tape deck, 
auto, back door, well cared 
for and serviced. 2 extra 
winter tires. After 5:30 638- 
1520 (p3.7) 
1974 F10o P.U. 4x4 ps, pb, 
auto, canopy and 5 extra 
tires. - Camper window, 
56,000 miles. Excellent 
condition $3700 after 5:30 638; 
1520 (p3-7) 
For Sale: 1974 Toyota 
Corolla. Excellent condition. 
Phone 635.6684 any time (pS- 
8) 
For Sale: 65 Ford Custom 4 
dr.. 9ood .'unnlng condition, 
pho. ~. :.2080 $350 (p10-13) 
1973 Pintowith sun roof $'1500 
phone 635.3696 (p5-10) 
1976 Ford E150 window van. 
Mint condition, 19,000 miles, 
Sony stereo, captains chairs, 
and many more exti'as. 
Phone 846.5875 (p3.8) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., re6r defroster, block- 
heaters 5800 phone 635-5102 
after 6 and weekends. (cff) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking 51000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocress Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (eft) 
VW Van 1977 -7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (cff) 
67 Mercury 1/2 ton P.U. 300 6 
cyl. 4 speed $750 phone 635- 
5592 (p3-5,7,10) 
1974 Ford Meteor Montage. 
Excellent condition. Normal 
extras.  Vinyl top, 35 
Cleveland motor. Prlce 
$2500 phone 635.2804 (p3.9) 
58. MOBILE , 
HOMES ~_, 
i i  
.. 1969 General Trailer on 
l:/a acres of land. Big 
Garden space, fruit trees 
and much more. Close to 
town. 
.. Phone 635-3025 after 4 
(o5-7)  
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20.mayl0) 
' 3  
i ,  
:i 
J 
, /  
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For Sale: 12x54 mobile home 
with 12x54 addition, 4 
bedrooms, Shop for two 
trucks, some other buildings, 
on large well kept lot near 
schools in Thornhill Phone 
635-2933 (p3-7) 
. F_OR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking S13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer, furnished, 
phone 635-7860 (c10-13) 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
wi th  30 addition, frldge, 
stove, carpet, drapes In- 
cluded. Set.up and skirted in 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after 5 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1970 •'2 bedroom 
trailer with fridge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x25 addition phone 
635-5340 (p15-13) 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA 
HYDRO 
AND POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for - 
Catering and Housekeeping 
Services at Clore River 
Campsite, Terrace area for 
the period 'approx. 29 May 
197810 30 September 1918. 
Reference No. Q8-4457 
Closing Date: 24 May 978 
Rental of Kitchen.Diner 
Complex and Recreational 
Complex for approx. 5 
months for the Clore River 
Camp. Terrace, B.C. 
Reference No. Q8-4449 
Closing Date: 7 May 978 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above.referenced 
will be received In Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 1:00 a.m. 
local time, closing dates are 
above. 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van. 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663.2577 and 663- 
2560. (cl-7~ 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time;. 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(cff) 
74 Ford Camper Special 
Pickup with ' O.K. Camper. 
Like new, tape decks, radios, 
queen size bed, all other 
usual appl!ances. S0,500 
phone 635.2826 after 6 p.m. 
(pl.7) 
Priced fur Quick Sale: 1974 
OveHand 5th wheel travel 
trailer. 33' deluxe unit with 
tub and shower, flush toilet, 
propane . electric fridge, 
stove with oven, AC or DC 
lights, thermo stat. 
controlled forced air 
heating, propane hot water 
tank, dual sewage holding 
tanks, 40 gallon water tank, 
and much more. Comes 
complete with 5th wheel 
hitch and electric break 
control. $7,750 Call 847.9757 
(p3.7) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
NOTICE 
This Is your notice that the 
undersigned carrier has 
made application to increase 
per shipment charges, class 
.rates and commodity rates, 
applicable between points 
served by the named carrier. 
Subject to consent of the 
Motor Carrier Commission, 
the proposed changes will 
become effective - July" st, 
1978. 
Copies of the proposed 
changes may be examined at 
the offices of the un- 
dersigned. 
Any representat ion  
respecting proposed changes 
may be made to. the 
Superintendent, Motor 
Carrier Branch, 4240 Manor 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. VSG 
3XS, up to June 6th, 1978. 
PACIFIC TARIFF SER- 
.VICE LTD. 
Tariff Agent for: 
CHAPMAN TRANSPORT 
LTD. 
SOD-SECURITY 
N~OTORWAYS LTD. 
• (c-7) 
For Sale: Registered 
Morgan - Walker horse, 5 
years old, gelding, trained 
phone after 5 635.7563 or 635. 
9523 (pie.15,19,21) 
5 year old registered Quarter 
Horse gelding. Western 
andEngllsh shown Terrace 
and Prince George Ideal for 
children or adults. Asking 
$1,000 phone 635-2826 after 6 
p.m.,(cS.5) 
TRAVEL OP- 
PORTUNITIES: Sooke 
Motel by the Sea. Three 
days for the price of two until 
June 30. Wharf, beaches, 
hiking, fishing. Nature's 
Bestt For Brochures, write 
Box 343, Sooke, B.C. V0S 
1N0. Phone 112-642.5644. (4- 
7,17,m.-7,17) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults.• Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
~Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(cff) 
ART AWARD PRESENTED 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
William Perehudoff o| 
Saskateen has won the 1976 
University of Alberta 
national award in painting 
and the related arts. The 
award, established in 1951, 
goes to Canadians who have 
made distinguished con. 
tributions over a period of 
time to the development of
painting and the related arts 
in Canada. 
WILLPOWER GE'I~ A 
HAND 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Since 
1948, adrug popularly known 
as antabuse has ' been 
prescribed in pill form as an 
antidote to ulcoholism. It 
causes the alcoholic to feel 
sick if he has a drink, but a 
few patients lack the will-. 
power to take the pills. So 
Sunnybrook Medical Cmtre 
is implanting the drug 
surgically in the abdomen of 
bard.to-treat lcoholics. 
• INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: t 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone:" 962.8414 
MOHAWk OFF ERS'YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft-T) 
SHE WAS A DISGRACE 
Lady Eleanor Smith was 
charged in 1923 by the Men 
and Women's Christian 
Temperance Union with 
having "publicly smoked a 
cigarette on the quad of 
Magdalene College." 
HENBANE HELPED 
Henbane l aves were once 
put into shoes to prevent 
weariness, and the feet were 
bathed in a decoction of the 
leaves to induce sleep. 
LIVES IN TREES 
The dormouse issimilar to 
a squirrel, living in trees and 
sitting on its hind legs 
holding food in its forepaws, 
but unlike, squirrels, it is 
nocturnal. 
I 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets only-. 3 .75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
Complete'~Soleetlon of 
1978 MAZDA 
"L ! "U IMPA~LA' CANOPY 1014 ~,,'~ . CAMPER Sdn., 2 Dr. H.T., Custom~ Radials Fold Down, Fits 8' 4 Radial Tires 
Pickup truck box 
s4,41)0 '800 s2,495 
1973 FORD 
GRAN TORINO 
Station Wagon 
%600 
1974 DODGE DART 
SWINGER 2 Door H.T. 
1971 FORD 1970 CHEV 
F100 PICKUP 
'1,260 
1962 WILLYS 
JEEP STATION 
WAGON 
As Is 
s950 
1971 FORD 
MUSTANG 
MACKI 
sgo0 
1974 DODGE 
MeNAGe 
4 Dr. H.T. 
BLAZER 
4x4 4 speed 
'21600 
i 
1920 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
*600 
1971 
FORD PINTO 
*860 
i i 
1976 MAZDA 
1.3 808 
2 Door Coupe 
*2,996 s2,996 
1971 FORD 
• TORiNO 
2 Door 
'700 
m ~  
1969 FORD 
FIO0 PICKUP 
'1,000 
1972 DATSUN 
LB 110 
Sedan 
Automatic 
=1,000 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Dr. H.T. 
s995 
1975 FORD 
CUSTOM 
4 Dr. Sedan 
=3,300 
Now In Stock 
1974 MAZDA 
01800 PU 
With GEM 
top canopy 
es 
1974 TOYOTA 
COROLLA 
1600cc Station Wagon 
1913 FORD EOONOLINE 
VAN A. Radial Tires 
1969 VW 
SEDAN 
Automatic 
'1,000 
1972 TOYOTA 
COROLLA 
2 Dr. 1600cc 
'700 
11971 MUSTANG 
MACKI 
Loaded 
'900 
i 
1972 DATSUN 
AUTOMATI C 
SEDAN 
'1,000 
t74 VALLIANT 
4 Dr. Scamp 
'2,200 
1972INTER 
NATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Ext~s 
Sl,5OO 
1974 MAZDA 
PICKUP B1800 
Red 
'2,295 
1975 DODGE 
MOTOR HOME 
VANGUARD 
'12,500 
whatever 
your 
pitch... 
.;~,',,,,ii,,,~,.~ , j "  
STRIKE 
IT g 
RiOH! 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR ' 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS .ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
AT THIS SPECIAL RATE 
• 6 LINES" 6 DAYS'S DOLLARS 
e, 
I HI:RAIn ~'.~ail Coupon with SS.00 cash : 
I DA ILY  , - -= ,n - - , *  Cheque or Money Order to: 
I I 
' "STR IKE  IT  R ICH"  "Strike It R ich"  Ads  I 
I The Daily, Herald I 
I ADS 3212 Ka lum I 
I I I Please allow one space between words Terrace, 'B.C. V8G 4B4 
, l l i l l i l l l l l i l l l l i l l i i l l l l l  I ! 
= IJ l l i i i i i i  I i I I I I l l l l l  i l i l l  I ! 
m, i i l i i i i l l i l  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I .  , 
I I / I  i l i t  t l i : l l  i I l l l l l t . i l  i l l l i  
I L 
' ' l i i i l i J  , i J I I..i I i I li~.l i I I i l, I i I j I 
I ,'~ I 
I Name --'. ._______-----------------------, 
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words; 
Items may not exceed $250in value. Price must be included in the 
advertisement. 
Your advertisement wil l  run for five consecutive days upon 
receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. 
No cancellations or refunds. 
Address . . . . . . .  i Postal Code . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  ___....--...-.~--~ : - - -  -  
Classification . . . . .  _ . . . .  Te'lephone No . - -  
I ~ . I 
,__, Turn . . . . . Your Don't Wants_ . . . . . .  ,nto.lnto . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Instant Cash .' Take Advantage of this Special Rate TodayX 
No business ads please. 
Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising ,tan. 
dards. 
Strike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
FOR ITEMS UP TO $260 IN VALUE 
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ACROSS 43 Inform on el Aries 10 Asian feast 
1 Space 44 Location DOWN 12 Of a certain 
n~lule. 50 More . 1 Limbs economic 
4 Leather Judicious . S Epochal system" 
. moccasin 50 Ago 3 Venus of --, 19 Son of Gad • t~ Johm~ har~ 
7 Price 50 Smite 4 Dance step 21Energy 
11 "The Re~i" 50 Mr, 5 Berserk 23 Eternity 
..nxA regiment 7 Conditional 27 Sign a lease 
16 The sun 58 Famous hip 8 Cheer for 29 Assistant ~ " 
17 Confined 50 Secular the matador 30 NOt minus ~ ~ _ 
19 Skier's run 60 Not gross 9 Oriental coin 31 Forty winks • 
50 Military cap Avg. solution time: ?.4 miss. 35 Legal 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 19T~ ~y ~1¢~0o Trl l0une.g.Y. Nev~s 8ynd.  InC. 
HURTING DEAR ABBY: With the Catholic Church becoming so C.AV~O~<~- • 
• . . 7N/~ 007:., ~ /4  
.DEAR HURTING: Although your feeliuge of resent- liberal those past few years, ~ you tell me whether the 
mentureundarstandshle, t ryteempathlzewith ons who church now permits its members to join the Masonic i; ~ ~4o~v 
her one smell thrm 'once a year. , ,  , CURIOUS ~ " / ~ /~e.  
• . DEAR CURIOUS: The general prohibition 8gainst 
Catholics Joiping the MuonfeOrderremalne~force under, i - 
DEAR ABBY: First I read the .letter signed, $6___AND_ the presentinw of the church. Iron told that Masons would 
STILLA VIRGIN, and then the one fro m ~. ~ ST I~ accept Catholks- i f  the Catholic Church would permit 
A VIRGIN, which moves me to sugses~ uus epitaph z, them to Join. • .. ' 
beth: 
'q~are lies the bones ., DEAR ABBY: Re SUSPIOlOUS who found hidden in his ~ |  
Of Betty Jones . wife's closet six beautiful sheer nightgowns which he had 
For'iher life held no terrors'., never seen before:This appears to be a sheer case of 
,A virgin bern neKligeel ~ ~ 1 l~ ~ . 
• k # ~ I 
, No hits, no rune, no errors." ' ' 
' ' , CARL IN MURKYSVILLE, PA, Are your problems too heavy to hm~le done?Let A b by 
r:4 . . . . .  ' kdp you. F~r n personal, unpublished reply~ write: Abby: 
• " Box 69~00, L0e Anples,  Calif. 90069. Enclose n stamped, ' 
salf~ddressed nvelope. 
• DEAR ABBY: We were three ~ in  brought up  in a 
strictly Jewish home, so we never had ham, be~n or l~.rk 
~L O~ house. NOW that we are all grown up ana marrsea, DEAR ABBY: What's wrong with one of the smartest 
none of  us obsem;es the dietary customs, but our parents women in town who's so convinced she can't pass the 
driver's test that she's been driving without a license for 
still do, ' . ,  , / "5~-"  
My. oldest sister husabeautifulhome, andwhenche.bas six yearn? , ' 
and papa ever, she.serves them a d~,y  d~_.er.,.but I try to tell her that all she has to do.isread the driver's 
she always puts a big pork roas~ on rne came zor ever~uuo manual, then go take a test and maybe .drive around the 
else. . block a few times with the exmhining officer. But she won't / 
Mama and papa have never said anything, but i know believe me. " 
they are hurt. What  can I cio? She's a good driver, but I can't persuade 
I once told m sister I thought she was out of line ~ put her to get a license. A husband can't urn his wife in to the 
' y , ,  
~ork on the table with the folks here, and she said, 'We police, but I am tempted. 
have pork in this house, and they know it, so WhYlike be a,, , , NO NAME, PLEASE 
hypocrite? Besides, in MY home lql serve whatever I . ' ' " DEAR NO NAME: The "smartest woman in town" could I still think my' sister is wrong. Or am I? . , SEA IN THE BRONX be the sorriest, and her husband could be the "brokest" ~- :  
. : . • should she.become involved in an accident. So, ff you can't i ].|~, 
DEARBEA: Your sister Is not only wrong, she's childish, talk some sense into her head/ask your insurance 8gent (or 
di~espeetful and mean. She,stryln.gtod|ow contem.pt for lawyer) to try. 
the old traditions and at the same time Jet mama ann p~:  ' " 
know that she's her own bess now ana san ne an an CONFIDENTIAL TO NEW MOTHER: I ceuld write a 
pleases. (It's'true that she ean,.but ~.e.doesn't have to. ~ boo'..k oh .dv ip  to  the new mother, but ff you want happy, 
them over the head with a pork roast to m~r,e net pem~,p weu-a~J.umea, secure enuaren, ,never say: . ,, 
• ,, , , I ."  H you do that once more l'm going to punish you. 
. . .~  ..~ . . . . . . .  ,._ ~....a.ot9 For Abbv's ~, "Why can~ you be good-l ike 3our sister?" . 
roe  n ears  r i co  So© umppav  . .e . • who.. Jma ~ne.,( _ ~ . . . . . . . .  ~r . . . . . .  i ts  $. "When .daddy comse home youre  8oinj~ to go¢ a '~ 'ou  can wa i t  fo r  h lm 
new DOOKi~ -Wa~;  's'cen era w~.  w - , , , , - , ,  ' "" l "  " 
Abbv l  182 Lad~y, .Dr . , , .Sev~;  Bins, Cd i f ,  90~lS, En.dose, |P .  ,md,,vd~.,. / . . . . . .  ,, . . . . . .  ! , - . . . . ,  ~ . . - . .  . mon ies  fo r ,  
- - - - -w-  ' " "  O e ~.  U i i~m~Pu/ ,HP i.~u~mp .a,s%y ,,,, , .~ uv .~ ~v~,~.  $1 and a lanE, stamped IFA cents), self.addressed nvel p , g . r~ .  n And ' v " . . . . .  W-. ~-  don t bother me. Fm bus.  now, 
7 p ieue  . . . .  ,, • ' . 
-5 - - "  
8/./7" 1 7RINK mE I~ ~3~ t(~l~/N6 
~J~ YOU A RP.M 
OF~-.R OV /~/PA'// 
/ A~Y/7" 
i 
,~ l  A PR/~,  l ' /~ /~.  
' ~ , .L  ~H/M 
...,~, 
I . I I AII 
t 
D i f  y6u  l i ke ,  He 's  do ing  s ix  
'embezz lement , "  
"Tha i ' s  the  first t ime I 've seen your  mother  leave  
the  tab le  w i thout  a sdcond he lp ing . "  ~ 
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Power pop ble]. ds chords and 
rhythm for new music trend 
It is difficult to dig where CBS Records has Written for CP 
By DAVID FARRELL 
With punk rock dying 
and disco music melding 
into the mainstream of 
pop, critics and 
musicologists are looking 
for new trends in the 
stow. A former computer 
operator for Elizabeth 
Arden, the 22-year-old 
Londoner is married with 
one child and comes on 
like the anti-hero figure 
of a contemporaw novel. 
Born Declan McManus, 
Among its practitioners 
are Poreigner, Tom Petty 
and the Heartbreakers 
and Elvis Cost•liD. 
It goes without saying 
that Britain is in the 
forefront of power pop 
and North American 
bands are quickly 
adopting the sound. 
Of the three acts 
mentioned, Costello of- appearance 
fers th_e most interesting drunkard. 
medium. L he is a look-alike of the 
Power pop appears to late Buddy Hi)liy but his 
be the most promising songs lack the ro- 
entw, a st~,le that blends manticism offered by the 
chunky rock chords with Texas crooner. They are 
funky, uncomplicated full of the bittersweet 
rhythms and a realities of alienation and 
predominant melodyline, rejection and evoke the 
usually played by a British working man's 
rhythm guitar or plight. 
keyboard instrument. 
LOOKS LIKE .MISFIT 
As a performer, 
Costello is a master of the 
deadpan grimace behind 
his black horn-rimmed 
glasses, locking his legs 
together as he strums an 
oversize guitar. His 
hands gesture almost 
spasmodically and an ill- 
fitting suit gives him the 
of a 
beneath these surface 
impressions because 
Cost•liD is reluctant o 
talk in interviews and 
tight-lipped about his 
pa.~t. 
His first album, My 
Aim is True, was done for 
Stiff Records, the British 
firm which earned 
notoriety for its offbeat 
talent signings and 
slogan: "If you're dead, 
we'll sign you." 
The record became an 
underground hit and 
launched him on a tour 
with porn-rocker lan 
Drury, The Damned and 
Ban I~we, formerly of 
Ducks Deluxe. The tour 
was recorded and will 
shortly be released on 
this continent under the 
title of Live Stiffs. 
• IMPRESSED CBS 
Costello proved his 
ability to sell himself last 
summer when he per- 
formed on the pavement 
outside the London hotel 
balding its annual con- 
vention: 
A bobby hauled him off 
to jail for a couple of 
hours as a public 
nuisance but some of the 
conventioneers must 
have been impressed. 
Within a month, 
Cost•liD's name was on 
the COS roster. 
Haling just completed 
his fir-~t North American 
tour and with My Aim is 
True doing exceptionaUy 
well on the Billboard 
charts, the next test is the 
release by CBS of his sec- 
ond album, cynically 
titled This Year's Model. 
It is doubtful that 
Cost•liD will become a 
media dar l ing l ike Rod 
Stewart or Leif Garrett 
and the mournful quality 
of his songs will make it 
difficult for him to crack 
the AM radio band, But 
his oddball personna has 
endeared him to his fans. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY J I TOOVEY I 
RENTALS, , , .  I I SERVICE i 
CONTMR~S~TA~)~!In:DUM~;IRAyny~;IevF~)rUALS i iMEROURYOANAv E' mREYmAHAIj(outbOard DLMR I 
• Hours: Mon..Sat." I I .etor,, (chain ,awe) I 
~ g  [ ] J rA~ ~ 4946 Greig Avenue I I Hours: Mon.- Sat. 84 I 
U e U ' I N I I  , .  PhQneO,~'74W I 14946Greig NuDea/~:~wLI0~I~ '635"6929 I 
I< ITCHEN CABINETS " • VANIT IES  "e  INSTALLAT ION ' ' 
~ ~ , . , . ~  • MOULDED COUNTER' rOPS • 
- ,~ ,~Pro~.~ 6" OD 
t~1~"  "~lout~ ~ S,~l,~ I.MI. i~'TC--  HEN i . lt,~..~-~. ' ' 
BRAD REESE ~ ' 
GLENN CARSON AREA MANAGER I~  ABINETS 
3092HWY. 16EAST. WALLY LEFEBVRE ~,~C~%EAV~N"U."e.O. V"L"~(S motor" "l~am)L'm. 
TERRACE B C. BUS. ~64.1488 . . 
V8G3N5' ' . PHONE(604)635.3863 RES. 1562.2201 FREE EST, IMATES 
,, ' ] 
~.~lb J~ Dave :,~,~ 
~~~Jg/ /~ Brulseall mmr~**,. ~ ~. .~ • , '  , '..~. ., ,.-. 
~ . ~ ~ ;  Contracting FACIALS"  PEDICURE .... ,: ,.,,,CON,,,'r,o,,,,o ,,,.N,CU,,- --,,n, ,..,.,,., .'*,.,NO .01"WAXO'F',L'*,ON 
~.~. -~ J "~"  ~' FREE ESTIMATES (NO CUTT ING)  
. . . . . . . . .  H0.12.3624 Kalum St. Phone 635-4788 
Call evenings 635-4600 (Sunnyhi l l  T ra i le r  Park) 
me and try our excel lent SUZUKI  Motoroyoles and 
electipns of 
mported meats, accessories in stock NOW~ 
cheeses and ° 
delicacies. . ~;, - ,  
Nodhland Bali .--~.. :: ;' 
A 
1197B) Lid, | Terrace Equipmanl Sales Lid, 
r 4539 Greig - 635-6394 
4623 Lakelse Photo Dealer No, 01249A SOT.U~I G(~)ES THE D~%"rANCE! 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU " Sate l l i te  Vinyl 
638-8195 
Custom Furniture • Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair • Van Conversion Accessories- R.V. Supplies - 
ANSWERING Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops . 
PAGING OR Headliners - Tonneao,Covers •Auto Carpet - V.W. Seats 
MeN ITOR I NG recovered In orlgln;;I color and material, front & back 
$225 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. Complete 
SERVICES Corvetter supplies. 
24 HOUR SERVICE  Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road • 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 Phone 635.4348 ' . 
. . . . . . . . . .  t '  n l  i 
I 
' ~ ~'--,,,,, ~ FOR A PHOTO THAT Telex 047.65586 ~ 16041635.7163 
~ ~L SPARKS AMEMORY 
S E KEN AT:  " ' /V lcE I I~a~ 
~ / A ~  Bonsulting .0,vil Engineers 
~ J / ~ ~ /  \ 14621 Lakelse British 0olumbta Land Surveyors ) ;;,one,.-. 205-4630 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
CLOSED MONDAY Canada VOG 1S6 
i 
II I 
Oall us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
"LINK, ' 0"""'  , AND . 
. .o , ,  ANDERSON 
/ T.V GUID. 
All listings subjeot to ohange without notice. 
lumimnliitii|lUlimln•iiii|lmniaiiinnuimiinnilli|annnilinl 
Tuesday, May 9 s p.m. to midnight 
i 
2""  3"*  4 9 '*"  (NB.C) (CB~) (CTV) (PBS) 
. "The Newlywed NHI~ Playoffs The Gong I'll DI 
110~5 Game Con't Show It 
"30  News Con't News Electric 
4 
145 News Co,n't Hour Company , 
.00 News Con't News Feeling 
News Con't . Hour Free 
News Con't Stars on Over 
• 145 News " Con't Ice , Easy , 
:00 Seattle Con't Search and MacNell. 
: 15 Tonight Con't Rescue Lehrer 
:30 Name that Con't Mac Davis News. 
"45. ' Tune Con't Special "makers 
:00 Komedy Hourglass Con't Wllla Cather's 
Tonight Amer. :~SO Hourglass con't 
Con't The Muppat Funny Con't 
• 145 " Con't , ., Show Farm Con't , 
1 ~ :O0.45:.]50 The Big The Carter Comedy  15 Ev nt Northerners ountry Special 
"Wheels" Lou Grant :30 Death Valley The Two 
Con't Days . Show Ronnles 
.O0 Con't TBA COn't Eyewitness 
Con't TBA Con't Con't 
1 45 Con't TeA News Con't 
News The National Hour, Dick Cavett 
News Night Final , ~ Final Show 
I The Tonight 90 The Late Show Book 
i 145 show Minutes Psychomanla Beat 
l 4 A :o0 The Tonight Live ' George Sanders 'Late Mavles I 
I "B  :15 ShOW 90 Beryl Reid Beyond the I - 
I i ~r  :30 The Tonight. Minutes Bermuda I 
i i ~ :~  5h0w Live I Triangle , i 
Wednesday, May 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :'. :!0 a,m, :5 P.m, 
! 4 A go d The New Western I Jean Can•am I E,e~r,c I 
i • II I :15 I High Rollers Schools I show I Company I 
I • • :30 .i Wheel of Mr. I Definition I Bread end I 
I V :45 I Fortune I °re"up I Deflnltl, o.n I Bu,erflles I 
ull dE :00 I Card ' Sesame I Kereons " I Cover to I 
I l :15 i  Sharks Street I YoOa I Cover I 
l I :3o I -The Gong i Sesame I It's Your I Over I 
i .-. :45 ! show I Sir.  I Move I E.y I 
oil ~1~ .oo | Hollywood I Dream I Neon | Elecrric I 
I - I  115 i Squares , of Jeannle I News I Company i 
i ~v  :30 I Days I Ryan's I Movie Matinee| Jackson Jr. I 
" nm: '~ l° f  ] "°pc I The Desert I H,,h I 
i "00 I Our CBC News I Hawk I Llvlng I 
:15 1 Lives Bob I Richard Grue l  TomOrrow I 
I :30 1 The  McLean I Yvonne De Crlol Cover to Cover I 
" :" I Doctors I Show ! .ck,. o,.oonl M,sfor Mos,c I 
A .Do I Another ' i Hollywood ,I Another I The I 
"JW :15 I World / Squares I World ' !. Originals I 
/ 13o I Another I' Edge o;,f I Another I OId Frds, I 
i l l  :45 I World Night 1 World " I NeW Frds. I 
4~ :oo I Movie High I Man IM".  ~lc I 
J : 15 I Heller In II Hopes, I Ha•el I L_lVlng I 
1 :30 I Pink !1 Take I Show I T.omorrow I 
v : '~ l  Tights II Thirty, i Con't ,, [ Mak'ng I 
i "00 ! 'Sophia LorD• ' Homemade I 1he Lucy i - Sesame "' I 
• B I "  1i5 I Anthony Qulnn i TV | Show i Street | 
ILK :30 I SteveForrest i Vision I Emergency | Sesame I 
. '1"  :~  I , con , t  I On .  [ Emergoncy i Street I 
IIIIiillllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllillliilllllllilll 
:: TRUE TEMPER 00RDLESS . 
"  LteTR O Te MUB " 
. , .  • i 
.. With rugged nylon line. .4  -" 
i Cuts wheremowercan't, ~ ' i  
• [ With walk-along e a s e . J  i 
E • 
, : .  e l ~ l l  8 . . : .  _= Each qPdN1 i ~ ~ " = , [] i l l ,  I ~  r • 
[] I I • ~ . • • • 
i .  • , Y , -HI 
' ~lillllmlallllnnllnan|llllnllll|llininlill!nlillllllllll 
' Sordo and A de son Lid n fl r , • I 
Store Hours: . ~ , ~~,< 
Tue|'-Sat. 9a.m.-B.30p.m, ' , .  
I 
Friday 9a.nl.-gp.ml i V/S4 , 
• OLOSED MONDAY ~ 
